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Penobscot 26 10 31 76 15512
Waldo 3 1 0 10 140
Washington 0 0 0 8 80
Lincoln 0 4 0 6 100
Franklin 1 1 3 12 170
Sagadahoc 5 2 3 5 161
Aroostook 2 0 8 36 471
Hancock 6 3 4 31 473
York 39 20 27 20 1159
Piscataquis 0 0 0 8 80
Androscoggin 33 13 20 13 889
Kennebec 25 5 20 35 916
Knox 0 3 0 5 102
Cumberland 85 12 147 34 32446
Oxford 2 7 0 11 200
Somerset 1 2 0 22 261
TOTAL 228 83 263 332 99690
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2256 Int of MOUNT AUBURN AV  TURNER ST 30.2 10.093 1.311.091.421 1420 213 / 469 43 0 1 301 11
2481 Int of ELM ST, HIGH ST 50.0 2.701 7.310.443.210 1550 12 / 12 26 0 0 134 9
3271 Int of MAIN ST  NEWBURY ST 25.0 7.048 1.230.310.380 110 219 / 482 8 0 0 61 1
3273 Int of ELM ST  MAIN ST 0.0 4.929 1.440.380.540 000 202 / 432 8 0 0 80 0
3497 Int of BEECH HILL RD  DANVILLE CORNER RD  N
WASHINGTON ST  S WASHINGTON ST
53.3 7.176 2.570.270.700 830 125 / 231 15 0 0 72 6
3500 Int of N WASHINGTON ST  PHILOMAR ST 25.0 3.394 2.110.370.791 010 155 / 292 8 0 1 61 0
P3518 Int of MINOT AV  S WASHINGTON ST 28.6 8.690 1.830.290.541 310 174 / 352 14 0 1 101 2
3855 Int of COURT ST  GOFF ST  S GOFF ST 42.9 7.354 1.870.340.630 700 172 / 342 14 0 0 80 6
3877 Int of COURT ST  STEVENS MILL RD 25.0 5.597 1.310.360.480 210 213 / 462 8 0 0 61 1
3886 Int of HOTEL RD  STEVENS MILL RD 66.7 2.504 3.760.431.601 920 59 / 92 12 0 1 42 5
P3915 Int of ENT TO RUBY TUESDAY  TURNER ST 0.0 3.772 4.170.401.680 000 46 / 62 19 0 0 190 0
3920 Int of DENNISON ST  TURNER ST 33.3 3.924 1.920.400.761 300 168 / 322 9 0 1 60 2
4026 Int of MANLEY RD  RODMAN RD 25.0 3.828 1.830.380.700 200 174 / 352 8 0 0 60 2
4460 Int of HOTEL RD  KITTYHAWK AV 44.4 4.334 3.750.371.381 920 60 / 102 18 0 1 102 5
P4568 Int of CENTER ST  CENTER ST SB  MOUNT AUBURN
AVE RAMP  VETERANS MEMORIAL BRDG RA
23.1 11.299 3.410.341.150 1210 75 / 152 39 0 0 301 8
4729 Int of PLUMMER ST  TURNER ST 12.5 3.681 1.790.400.720 200 178 / 372 8 0 0 70 1
5001 Int of CENTER ST  CENTER ST SB  MOUNT AUBURN
AVE RAMP W  VETERANS MEMORIAL BRDG
18.8 10.101 1.461.091.580 910 201 / 429 48 0 0 391 8
P5003 Int of TURNER ST  UNION ST 43.6 12.405 1.401.051.480 2710 206 / 449 55 0 0 311 23
65289 Int of RD INV 3201948  S WASHINGTON ST 50.0 3.107 7.010.120.860 310 16 / 21 8 0 0 41 3
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3097524 1410: TL - Auburn, Minot
2282: Int of JACKSON HILL RD, PERKINS RIDGE RD,
YOUNGS CORNER RD
20.0 0.008 1.16375.04434.830 110 171 / 211 10 0 0 81 1
3104079 2282: Int of JACKSON HILL RD, PERKINS RIDGE RD,
YOUNGS CORNER RD
2285: Int of LOST VALLEY RD  YOUNGS CORNER RD
11.1 0.008 1.05375.56393.610 100 182 / 271 9 0 0 80 1
3104686 3687: Int of CENTER ST  E BATES ST  W BATES ST
3688: Non Int CENTER ST
30.0 0.004 1.84486.89893.970 300 105 / 72 10 0 0 70 3
3104764 3893: Int of HOTEL RD  W AUBURN RD  YOUNGS
CORNER RD
3936: Int of SUMMER ST  YOUNGS CORNER RD
66.7 0.008 1.03373.79385.930 610 184 / 281 9 0 0 31 5
3117402 3787: Int of HOTEL RD, MINOT AV
66553: Non Int MINOT AV
16.7 0.014 1.15380.54437.460 210 172 / 222 18 0 0 151 2
3117758 3258: TL   Auburn  Durham
3259: Int of JORDAN SCHOOL RD  RIVERSIDE DR
12.0 0.025 1.16290.82336.180 210 171 / 211 25 0 0 221 2
3120476 3271: Int of MAIN ST  NEWBURY ST
3272: Int of ACADEMY ST  MAIN ST
42.9 0.006 1.73426.71738.280 510 115 / 112 14 0 0 81 5
3122041 3681: Int of CENTER ST  ENT TO CENTER ST PLAZA  N
RIVER RD
3966: Int of CENTER ST  STANLEY ST
22.0 0.013 2.85359.461023.030 820 45 / 32 41 0 0 322 7
3131331 3527: Int of COURT ST  SPRING ST
4024: Int of DRUMMOND ST  SPRING ST
0.0 0.003 1.81465.56841.500 000 107 / 92 8 0 0 80 0
3131358 3788: Int of COURT ST  MANLEY RD  MINOT AV
4025: Int of MANLEY RD  NICKERSON AV
23.5 0.005 2.91423.081232.300 400 43 / 22 17 0 0 130 4
3139799 65532: Int of COURT ST  RD INV 3202028
3532: TL   Auburn  Lewiston
40.0 0.007 1.12413.03460.560 400 175 / 242 10 0 0 60 4
3139956 3521: Int of MINOT AV  S WASHINGTON ST
3522: Int of MINOT AV  ROYS XVR
12.5 0.006 1.06436.03460.910 010 181 / 262 8 0 0 71 0
3943844 3524: Int of COURT ST  MINOT AV  UNION ST
3526: Int of COURT ST  RAILROAD ST
40.0 0.005 1.57461.38723.110 600 130 / 122 10 0 0 60 4
3946470 5067: Int of I 95 SB  RAMP OFF TO WASHINGTON
70992: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 95 SB
6.3 0.036 1.23120.58148.760 300 164 / 201 16 0 0 150 1
4045421 4708: Int of KITTYHAWK AV  S WASHINGTON ST
65289: Int of RD INV 3201948  S WASHINGTON ST
22.2 0.008 1.45253.85368.230 200 142 / 151 9 0 0 70 2
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3581 Int of ALLEN POND RD  US 202 33.3 3.508 2.460.350.861 300 132 / 251 9 0 1 60 2
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
168378 1131: 0101134 GRE,COLLEGE,N HATCH HILL RD
1136: 0101139 GRE,COLLEGE,SULLIVAN RD
33.3 0.004 1.39539.83750.980 120 148 / 161 9 0 0 62 1
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P2257 Int of EAST AV, RUSSELL ST 30.0 8.531 1.401.121.561 1140 206 / 449 40 0 1 284 7
2258 Int of LAFAYETTE ST  RUSSELL ST 9.1 8.122 1.520.300.450 010 197 / 402 11 0 0 101 0
2263 Int of N BARDWELL ST  RUSSELL ST 25.0 8.307 1.630.300.481 300 188 / 382 12 0 1 90 2
2872 0104652 LEW,WALNUT ST,HORTON ST 30.0 1.203 5.440.512.770 210 27 / 32 10 0 0 71 2
3361 Int of BARTLETT ST  EAST AV  PLEASANT ST 40.0 6.738 1.061.171.241 1300 235 / 509 25 0 1 150 9
3364 Int of BARTLETT ST  OAK ST  SABATTUS ST 53.8 4.644 2.720.340.930 640 114 / 222 13 0 0 63 4
P3387 Int of PERLEY ST, SABATTUS ST 33.3 8.353 1.620.300.480 510 189 / 392 12 0 0 81 3
3396 Int of RIDEOUT AV  SABATTUS ST 33.3 6.792 1.890.310.590 610 170 / 332 12 0 0 81 3
3471 Int of HORTON ST  PINE ST 55.6 1.757 3.490.491.710 320 70 / 112 9 0 0 42 3
3472 Int of BARTLETT ST  PINE ST 41.7 2.633 3.440.441.520 800 73 / 132 12 0 0 70 5
3483 Int of ASH ST  BARTLETT ST 15.4 2.949 3.430.431.470 400 74 / 142 13 0 0 110 2
3547 Int of MAIN ST  WHIPPLE ST 25.0 6.282 1.200.350.420 110 222 / 492 8 0 0 61 1
P3559 Int of MAIN ST  MONTELLO ST 36.4 7.184 1.490.340.511 420 200 / 412 11 0 1 71 2
3662 Int of LISBON ST  MAPLE ST 9.1 5.362 2.070.330.680 100 157 / 302 11 0 0 100 1
3672 Int of ASH ST  CANAL ST 7.1 2.707 3.930.441.720 100 50 / 72 14 0 0 130 1
4137 Int of GROVE ST  POND RD 54.5 3.072 2.960.401.192 510 98 / 182 11 0 2 51 3
4146 Int of PLEASANT ST  WEBBER AV 30.0 3.380 2.380.410.990 300 139 / 282 10 0 0 70 3
4151 Int of PLEASANT ST  SCRIBNER BLVD 25.0 3.603 1.820.410.740 200 175 / 362 8 0 0 60 2
4215 Int of COLLEGE ST  MONTELLO ST 38.5 3.373 3.260.391.280 410 82 / 162 13 0 0 81 4
4250 Int of COLLEGE ST  FAIR ST 11.1 2.261 3.040.441.330 001 92 / 172 9 1 0 80 0
5002 Int of MAIN ST  RUSSELL ST  VMB RAMP W 24.0 4.948 1.361.241.681 230 209 / 459 25 0 1 193 2
5015 Int of CEDAR ST  LINCOLN ST 39.3 7.904 1.041.131.181 1530 237 / 519 28 0 1 172 8
5098 Int of ALFRED A PLOURDE PKY  RAMP E  RAMP F 13.3 5.456 2.790.330.920 110 109 / 212 15 0 0 131 1
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174876 2872: 0104652 LEW,WALNUT ST,HORTON ST
3339: Int of BIRCH ST  HORTON ST
25.0 0.000 5.171481.477655.720 110 14 / 12 9 0 0 61 1
3103939 3558: Int of BEARCE AV  MAIN ST
3559: Int of MAIN ST  MONTELLO ST
25.0 0.016 1.35368.54499.210 510 152 / 182 24 0 0 181 5
3103943 3565: Int of MAIN ST  SWITZERLAND RD
3566: Int of LAASE AV  MAIN ST
37.5 0.005 1.14483.90551.692 210 173 / 232 8 0 2 50 1
3104060 1959: Int of ENT TO MANDARIN BUFFETT  SABATTUS
ST  WILDWOOD DR
3391: Int of OLD GREENE RD  RANDALL RD
SABATTUS ST
14.3 0.009 1.30391.01510.250 220 157 / 192 14 0 0 121 1
3116567 3532: TL   Auburn  Lewiston
65513: Non Int MAIN ST
47.1 0.010 1.52386.24587.220 1750 135 / 132 17 0 0 93 5
3116884 2263: Int of N BARDWELL ST  RUSSELL ST
2264: Int of COLLEGE ST  RUSSELL ST
11.1 0.007 1.07422.00453.320 010 180 / 252 9 0 0 81 0
3120482 3365: Int of COLLEGE ST, HORTON ST, SABATTUS ST
4232: Int of COLLEGE ST  UNION ST
25.0 0.002 2.30591.661362.510 300 75 / 42 9 0 0 60 2
3122034 3557: Int of MAIN ST  STRAWBERRY AV
3558: Int of BEARCE AV  MAIN ST
10.0 0.008 1.94428.18829.310 200 97 / 62 20 0 0 180 2
3123807 3395: Int of N TEMPLE ST  S TEMPLE ST  SABATTUS
ST
3396: Int of RIDEOUT AV  SABATTUS ST
40.0 0.008 1.07408.21438.320 310 180 / 252 10 0 0 61 3
3129176 3644: Int of LISBON ST  SIMARD AV
3645: Int of LISBON ST  SOUTH AV
18.2 0.006 1.36426.41578.390 210 151 / 172 11 0 0 91 1
3944335 3666: Int of ASH ST  LISBON ST
3535: Int of CHAPEL ST ALY  LISBON ST  MAIN ST
11.1 0.003 1.73535.75928.090 100 115 / 112 9 0 0 80 1
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4346 Int of GOULD RD  RIDGE RD  UPLAND RD 27.3 2.073 4.450.401.770 600 38 / 51 11 0 0 80 3
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3103887 3440: Int of HAINES CORNER RD  HILLMAN FERRY RD
PARK ST
3441: Int of KARN RD  PARK ST
8.7 0.021 1.48247.74367.040 101 139 / 141 23 1 0 210 1
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P3752 TL   Mechanic Falls  Poland   Int of BAKERSTOWN RD
MAINE ST  PIGEON HILL RD  S
38.1 4.307 1.271.281.630 910 216 / 479 21 0 0 131 7
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
169175 1300: Int of JORDAN RD, LANE RD
3754: Int of LANE RD, PIGEON HILL RD
50.0 0.002 1.83617.841131.280 400 106 / 81 8 0 0 40 4
3104728 3773: TL - Mechanic Falls, Poland
5019: Int of LEWISTON ST  WALKER RD
54.5 0.013 1.05276.75290.011 330 182 / 271 11 0 1 52 3
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P1376 Int of W MINOT RD  WOODMAN HILL RD 16.7 2.078 3.910.491.920 110 52 / 81 12 0 0 101 1
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3424 Int of BAKERSTOWN RD  MEGQUIER HILL RD  WHITE
OAK HILL RD
50.0 1.880 3.480.411.420 320 71 / 121 8 0 0 41 3
P3745 Int of CARPENTER RD  MAINE ST  SPRING WATER RD 25.0 3.276 2.450.330.810 120 133 / 261 8 0 0 62 0
P3752 TL   Mechanic Falls  Poland   Int of BAKERSTOWN RD
MAINE ST  PIGEON HILL RD  S
38.1 4.307 1.271.281.630 910 216 / 479 21 0 0 131 7
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1066 Int of BOWDOINHAM RD  CROWLEY RD  MIDDLE RD 50.0 2.597 4.790.381.800 640 34 / 41 14 0 0 74 3
1080 Int of JORDAN BRIDGE RD  MIDDLE RD  PLEASANT
HILL RD
25.0 3.330 2.420.330.800 200 135 / 271 8 0 0 60 2
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3103870 3409: TL   Lewiston  Sabattus
3410: Int of LISBON RD  MAIN ST  SABATTUS RD
20.8 0.017 2.24213.29478.420 410 78 / 51 24 0 0 191 4
3103947 1059: TL - Lewiston, Sabattus
1060: Int of CROWLEY RD  GROVE ST
11.1 0.004 1.76446.47786.520 210 112 / 101 9 0 0 81 0
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1490 Int of CENTER BRIDGE RD  UPPER ST 25.0 1.875 2.810.511.422 000 107 / 201 8 0 2 60 0
3704 Int of AUBURN RD  WESTON RD 45.5 4.884 2.510.300.751 531 129 / 241 11 1 1 62 1
P3712 Int of AUBURN RD  BEAR POND RD  HOWES CORNER
RD
33.3 4.490 2.910.310.892 610 101 / 191 12 0 1 81 2
4584 Int of AUBURN RD  BUCKFIELD RD  TURNER CENTER
RD
30.0 5.720 2.030.290.580 310 160 / 311 10 0 0 71 2
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3120461 1094: Int of POND RD  WITHERELL RD
1096: Int of DIXON RD  POND RD
28.6 0.014 1.01325.75328.651 150 186 / 291 14 0 1 103 0
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181563 8097: Int of GARFIELD RD, PORTAGE RD, STATION ST
8098: Int of PORTAGE RD, WRIGHTVILLE RD
18.8 0.012 1.34339.93455.770 120 153 / 231 16 0 0 132 1
3115640 7875: Int of EXCHANGE ST, FRENCHVILLE RD
7877: Int of FRENCHVILLE RD  YORK RIDGE RD
5.3 0.007 2.37383.86909.601 010 70 / 51 19 0 1 180 0
3117623 8624: Non Int PRESQUE ISLE RD
8625: TL   Ashland  T11 R4 WELS
40.0 0.009 1.20297.49357.870 410 167 / 291 10 0 0 61 3
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61737 Int of HERSCHEL ST  HIGH ST  MAIN ST 21.4 3.066 3.770.401.520 300 58 / 12 14 0 0 110 3
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3104412 6992: Non Int E PRESQUE ISLE RD
7972: Int of E PRESQUE ISLE RD  FORT FAIRFIELD RD
FORT ST  RIVER RD
30.0 0.008 1.12423.48475.830 300 175 / 331 11 0 0 70 3
3131493 8675: Int of BENNETT DR  LAURETTE CIR  LAURETTE
ST
8975: Int of BENNETT DR  SKYWAY DR
10.5 0.009 2.01361.60727.260 110 92 / 122 19 0 0 171 1
3139841 65670: Non Int MAIN ST
9583: Int of KITTENGER DR  MAIN ST
30.8 0.008 1.48373.11553.221 210 139 / 201 13 0 1 91 2
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3117585 8069: Non Int VAN BUREN RD
8070: Non-Int VAN BUREN RD
12.5 0.006 1.19406.51483.200 200 168 / 301 8 0 0 70 1
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3104990 8463: Int of GUERETTE RD, VAN BUREN RD
8758: Int of SHEEN RD  VAN BUREN RD
8.3 0.009 1.78246.81438.950 100 110 / 161 12 0 0 110 1
3104991 8464: Non Int VAN BUREN RD
8465: TL   Connor Twp  Cyr Plt
16.7 0.005 2.95293.788670 200 41 / 31 12 0 0 100 2
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3105414 7860: Int of CRYSTAL RD  RETREAT RD
8198: Int of CRYSTAL RD  PRESCOTT RD
12.5 0.005 1.37426.71585.691 000 150 / 221 8 0 1 70 0
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3099203 8465: TL   Connor Twp  Cyr Plt
8466: Non Int CARIBOU RD
27.3 0.006 2.31278.01642.220 210 74 / 71 11 0 0 81 2
3099204 8466: Non Int CARIBOU RD
8467: Int of CARIBOU RD  VAILLANCOURT HILL RD
25.0 0.006 1.54269.54414.171 100 133 / 191 8 0 1 60 1
3104992 8468: Int of CARIBOU RD  VAILLANCOURT HILL DR
8759: Int of CARIBOU RD  VAILLANCOURT HILL RD
37.5 0.003 2.59323.30837.250 120 58 / 41 8 0 0 52 1
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3104583 6053: Non Int N CARIBOU RD
6087: Non Int N CARIBOU RD
11.1 0.006 1.15454.10521.190 010 172 / 321 9 0 0 81 0
3105292 8663: TL   Fort Fairfield  Presque Isle
8664: Int of CONANT RD  PRESQUE ISLE RD
25.0 0.007 1.16316.29367.501 100 171 / 311 8 0 1 60 1
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3099276 8570: Int of ELM ST  MONUMENT SQ  W MAIN ST
8571: Int of MEADOW LN, W MAIN ST
25.0 0.003 2.17392.17850.520 120 83 / 101 8 0 0 61 1
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3105647 8333: Int of MILL ST, NORTH ST, PUTNAM AV 1
9409: Int of NORTH ST  UNION SQ
9.1 0.003 2.59472.011220.230 100 58 / 42 11 0 0 100 1
3116259 8337: Int of NORTH ST, PUTNAM AV
64168: Int of ENT TO SHOP CTR, NORTH ST
31.3 0.012 1.34336.80449.730 800 153 / 232 16 0 0 110 5
3119775 60457: Non Int NORTH ST
8698: Int of ACCESS RD  B RD  NORTH ST
36.4 0.009 1.00387.94387.340 310 187 / 372 11 0 0 71 3
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3966962 71189: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 95
9432: TL   Dyer Brook  Island Falls
16.7 0.013 2.01153.81309.570 110 92 / 121 12 0 0 101 1
3966964 71190: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 95 SB
9476: TL   Dyer Brook  Island Falls
60.0 0.014 1.57150.49236.650 440 130 / 181 10 0 0 43 3
4033526 9426: BRG 6174  I 95 under BELVEDERE RD
71187: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 95
25.0 0.008 1.99176.41351.650 031 94 / 131 8 1 0 61 0
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3943557 8286: TL   Macwahoc Plt  Molunkus Twp
8287: Int of KINGMAN RD  US HIGHWAY 2
11.1 0.006 1.26399.10504.840 100 161 / 251 9 0 0 80 1
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3943862 7619: Int of MASARDIS RD  STERLING RIDGE RD
7622: TL   Ashland  Masardis
40.0 0.015 1.12322.96360.891 510 175 / 331 16 0 1 91 4
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3105655 8346: TL   Littleton  Monticello   Int of GENTLE RD
ROUTE 1  US HWY 1
8347: Int of HILL SIDING RD  ROUTE 1
25.0 0.013 2.33228.36532.941 320 72 / 61 20 0 1 152 2
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3105399 7842: Int of CAMPBELL RD, COUNTY RD
8172: Non Int COUNTY RD
18.2 0.010 1.00348.56350.020 110 187 / 371 11 0 0 91 1
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3120579 7997: Int of JEPSON RD  NEW SWEDEN RD
7998: Non Int NEW SWEDEN RD
0.0 0.009 1.12301.12338.600 000 175 / 331 9 0 0 90 0
3129210 7996: Int of NEW SWEDEN RD  STATION RD
WESTMANLAND RD
8223: Int of CAPITOL HILL RD  NEW SWEDEN RD
25.0 0.008 1.05306.40323.191 100 182 / 361 8 0 1 60 1
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3967030 71197: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 95 SB
9486: TL   Oakfield  Smyrna
20.0 0.016 1.46146.66213.470 020 141 / 211 10 0 0 82 0
4033564 71196: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 95
9442: TL   Oakfield  Smyrna
16.7 0.015 1.80148.07266.230 110 108 / 151 12 0 0 101 1
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P8407 Int of BLAKE ST, MAIN ST 54.5 5.256 2.100.330.700 610 156 / 22 11 0 0 51 5
9239 Int of COUNTY FEDERAL CREDIT UNION Z  ENT TO
WAL MART  MAIN ST
32.0 6.423 1.101.181.300 710 231 / 39 25 0 0 171 7
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180341 7222: Int of CHURCH ST, SECOND ST
7223: 0304360 P.IS,HALL,SECOND ST.
0.0 0.000 43.42537.2923326.
74
0 000 1 / 12 8 0 0 80 0
3104963 8411: Int of MAIN ST  SUMMER ST
8412: Int of MAIN ST  NORTH ST
11.1 0.005 1.24441.72546.520 010 163 / 272 9 0 0 81 0
3105284 8640: TL - Mapleton, Presque Isle
8641: Int of INDUSTRIAL ST  MAPLETON RD
25.0 0.017 1.22259.42316.470 410 165 / 281 16 0 0 121 3
3115115 8404: Int of MAIN ST  STATE ST
8402: Int of ACADEMY ST  MAIN ST
14.3 0.007 1.65420.33693.650 200 123 / 172 14 0 0 120 2
3116684 65663: Int of MAIN ST  RD INV 3202090
9239: Int of COUNTY FEDERAL CREDIT UNION Z  ENT
TO WAL MART  MAIN ST
10.0 0.012 2.24366.59819.810 210 78 / 92 30 0 0 271 2
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3966855 9418: Int of I 95  RAMP OFF TO ROUTE 158
71179: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 95
22.2 0.007 2.28177.47404.810 110 76 / 81 9 0 0 71 1
3966896 71181: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 95
71183: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 95
15.8 0.027 1.84128.88237.240 220 105 / 141 19 0 0 162 1
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3121428 9490: Int of I 95 SB  RAMP H OFF TO US 2
9491: TL   Ludlow  Smyrna
25.0 0.007 2.07178.75369.920 400 89 / 111 8 0 0 60 2
3942549 9446: Int of I 95  RAMP ON FROM US 2
9444: Int of I 95  RAMP OFF TO US 2
40.0 0.005 3.45197.54681.631 130 30 / 21 10 0 1 62 1
3967051 9442: TL   Oakfield  Smyrna
71198: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 95
36.4 0.021 1.27136.00172.510 130 160 / 241 11 0 0 73 1
3967055 71199: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 95 SB
9486: TL   Oakfield  Smyrna
16.7 0.024 1.25131.90165.440 200 162 / 261 12 0 0 100 2
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3104495 7604: TL   T7 R5 WELS  T8 R5 WELS
7605: Non Int STATE HIGHWAY 11
37.5 0.003 1.78466.71830.220 130 110 / 161 8 0 0 52 1
3116588 7605: Non Int STATE HIGHWAY 11
7606: Non Int STATE HIGHWAY 11
25.0 0.006 1.06391.50415.110 110 181 / 351 8 0 0 61 1
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3115647 8385: Int of CAMBRIDGE RD, HOULTON RD
8383: Int of BURLEIGH RD  HOULTON RD  SHOREY RD
31.3 0.025 1.08194.66211.080 810 179 / 341 16 0 0 111 4
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185128 11239: TL - Bridgton, Naples
11319: Int of KANSAS RD, SALMON POINT RD
30.8 0.009 1.08444.62481.130 130 179 / 1141 13 0 0 93 1
3099443 9704: Int of RAY WHITNEY RD, S BRIDGTON RD
11300: Int of PINHOOK RD, S BRIDGTON RD
28.6 0.008 1.52422.26640.871 210 135 / 781 15 0 1 101 2
3106498 16995: Int of N HIGH ST  PUNKIN VALLEY DR
16996: Int of CEDAR DR  N HIGH ST
22.2 0.013 1.04227.44235.790 200 183 / 1161 9 0 0 70 2
3123458 11154: TL   Bridgton  Sebago
11293: Int of FOSTERVILLE RD  INGALLS RD  S
BRIDGTON RD
27.3 0.009 1.00408.75408.342 100 187 / 1201 11 0 2 80 1
3940060 16991: Int of HIO RIDGE RD  N HIGH ST
16994: Int of N HIGH ST  SAM INGALLS RD
18.8 0.021 1.25202.38252.592 210 162 / 1001 16 0 2 131 0
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13638 Int of BATH RD  OLD BATH RD  RD INV 05Z0001 33.3 6.828 3.120.331.030 610 87 / 292 21 0 0 141 6
13700 Int of COLUMBIA AV, LONGFELLOW AV, MAINE ST 0.0 3.998 1.770.380.670 000 179 / 692 8 0 0 80 0
13839 Int of CUSHING ST  PLEASANT ST 23.1 2.920 3.630.411.480 220 65 / 212 13 0 0 102 1
15861 Int of DURHAM RD  HILLSIDE RD  OLD PORTLAND RD 33.3 2.416 3.250.381.240 210 83 / 271 9 0 0 61 2
17194 Int of LOMBARD ST, PLEASANT ST 33.3 10.636 1.690.280.470 520 185 / 742 15 0 0 102 3
17205 Int of MAINE ST  MASON ST 7.1 7.277 1.880.340.640 010 171 / 632 14 0 0 131 0
17212 Int of BATH RD  COOKS COR TO US 1 NB  GURNET RD
US 1 NB TO COOKS COR
17.0 12.559 1.191.051.250 730 223 / 989 47 0 0 392 6
18539 Int of US 1 NB TO COOKS COR  US 1 SB TO COOKS
COR
19.0 4.283 3.820.431.630 500 55 / 182 21 0 0 170 4
61022 Int of MAINE ST TO US 1 SB  US 1 SB 10.0 5.766 1.460.400.580 010 201 / 842 10 0 0 91 0
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188749 13822: Int of PLEASANT ST  RIVER RD  WEBSTER ST
17194: Int of LOMBARD ST, PLEASANT ST
16.7 0.006 3.05430.591313.540 510 37 / 272 24 0 0 201 3
2106313 17195: Int of PLEASANT ST  SUMMER ST
61001: Int of MILL ST  PLEASANT ST
25.0 0.005 1.14446.72508.420 200 173 / 1092 8 0 0 60 2
3105906 15882: Int of MAINE ST  TOWN HALL PL
15884: Int of CENTER ST  CUMBERLAND ST  MAINE ST
0.0 0.003 2.64531.631400.910 000 54 / 372 14 0 0 140 0
3106332 13870: Int of BANK ST, MAINE ST
15884: Int of CENTER ST  CUMBERLAND ST  MAINE ST
0.0 0.003 2.02544.411097.540 000 91 / 542 10 0 0 100 0
3106588 17194: Int of LOMBARD ST, PLEASANT ST
17195: Int of PLEASANT ST  SUMMER ST
39.1 0.009 2.21394.52871.413 920 80 / 492 23 0 3 141 5
3115393 13840: Int of MIDDLE ST, PLEASANT ST
14928: Int of PLEASANT ST  UNION ST
0.0 0.003 2.67493.891321.090 000 51 / 352 10 0 0 100 0
3119792 9615: Int of RTE 196 TO US 1 SB  US 1 SB
17220: Int of US 1 SB  US 1 SB OFF RAMP
40.0 0.012 2.37180.46427.560 730 70 / 462 15 0 0 92 4
3120742 17191: Int of LAVALLEY AV  PLEASANT ST
17192: Int of PLEASANT ST  WESTMINSTER AV
18.2 0.008 1.16406.26472.480 300 171 / 1072 11 0 0 90 2
3122937 61017: Non Int MAINE ST
44168: TL   Brunswick  Topsham
30.0 0.006 2.38456.571087.840 630 69 / 452 20 0 0 142 4
3130486 15879: Int of ELM ST  MAINE ST
15880: Int of EVERETT ST  MAINE ST
10.0 0.004 1.80523.82944.451 000 108 / 612 10 0 1 90 0
3131632 15887: Int of DUNLAP ST, MAINE ST
15888: Int of GILMAN AV  MAINE ST
10.0 0.002 3.24642.432082.181 000 34 / 262 10 0 1 90 0
3131680 17190: Int of CHURCH RD  PLEASANT ST
17191: Int of LAVALLEY AV  PLEASANT ST
33.3 0.008 3.27398.221301.611 1230 32 / 242 33 0 1 222 8
3417334 67714: Non Int GURNET RD
19591: Int of GURNET RD  RD INV 05Z0A11  RD INV
05Z0B11
11.1 0.006 1.34403.90542.731 000 153 / 922 9 0 1 80 0
3937724 13822: Int of PLEASANT ST  RIVER RD  WEBSTER ST
17192: Int of PLEASANT ST  WESTMINSTER AV
15.8 0.019 1.01335.76340.760 210 186 / 1192 19 0 0 161 2
3943895 15870: Int of BATH RD  FEDERAL ST  SILLS DR
15872: Int of BATH RD  BATH RD EAST  BATH RD
WEST
25.0 0.006 1.52465.63707.760 400 135 / 782 12 0 0 90 3
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15685 Int of MEADOW RD  POLAND SPRING RD 44.4 2.369 3.290.381.270 500 80 / 251 9 0 0 50 4
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12388 Int of MIDDLE RD, TUTTLE RD 50.0 2.093 3.240.491.590 1030 84 / 281 10 0 0 51 4
17087 Int of BLACKSTRAP RD  GRAY RD  SKILLIN RD 44.4 3.347 2.550.350.901 500 126 / 431 9 0 1 50 3
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3105705 14681: TL   Cumberland  Falmouth
14682: Int of CROSS RD  RANGE RD  WINN RD
12.5 0.006 1.02453.56461.030 100 185 / 1181 8 0 0 70 1
3967697 71258: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 295 SB
18695: TL   Cumberland  Yarmouth
10.3 0.077 1.22103.34126.023 010 165 / 1021 29 0 3 260 0
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14918 Int of LONGWOODS RD  WOODS RD 11.1 3.346 2.270.390.900 100 146 / 512 9 0 0 80 1
15808 Int of BUCKNAM RD  ENT TO MALL  ROUTE 1 25.0 3.493 1.431.331.911 500 203 / 859 20 0 1 150 4
17733 Int of FALMOUTH RD  GRAY RD  MOUNTAIN RD 33.3 4.776 1.171.251.471 530 225 / 1009 21 0 1 143 3
P18729 Int of BUCKNAM RD, LEGION RD, RAMP OFF TO
BUCKNAM RD, RAMP ON FROM BUCKNAM RD
23.8 6.433 3.660.301.090 420 64 / 202 21 0 0 161 4
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3100383 15807: Int of DEPOT RD  ROUTE 1
17837: Int of CLEARWATER DR  OLD SAAB DEALER Z
ROUTE 1
9.1 0.009 1.18362.87427.330 100 169 / 1052 11 0 0 100 1
3688745 70699: Non Int RAMP ON FROM GRAY RD
19286: Non Int RAMP ON FROM GRAY RD
11.1 0.006 2.46221.33545.510 100 63 / 402 9 0 0 80 1
4046397 15807: Int of DEPOT RD  ROUTE 1
71489: Int of FALMOUTH SHOPPING CENTER ENT
ROUTE 1
50.0 0.007 1.31387.06507.780 410 156 / 952 10 0 0 51 4
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19275 Int of MALLETT DR  RAMP OFF TO ROUTE 125 AND
136
30.0 6.521 1.730.300.510 300 182 / 712 10 0 0 70 3
66086 Int of MALLETT DR  RAMP OFF TO ROUTE 125 AND
136
12.5 6.578 1.370.300.410 100 208 / 882 8 0 0 70 1
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3105718 14722: Int of BRAGDON RD  DURHAM RD
14723: Int of DURHAM RD  POLAND RD
30.8 0.006 1.71390.87670.150 400 117 / 671 13 0 0 90 4
3105719 14723: Int of DURHAM RD  POLAND RD
19758: Int of BROWN RD  DURHAM RD
10.0 0.008 1.12370.71414.210 100 175 / 1101 10 0 0 90 1
3106145 12144: Int of BAKER RD  GRIFFIN RD  WARDTOWN RD
12145: Int of LEDGEWOOD LN  WARDTOWN RD
42.9 0.003 1.78451.75803.950 220 110 / 622 8 0 0 42 1
3115048 19276: Int of I 295 NB  RAMP OFF TO ROUTE 125 AND
136
59616: Int of RAMP OFF I 295  RAMP OFF TO ROUTE
125 AND 136
0.0 0.002 4.52280.621269.710 000 16 / 132 8 0 0 80 0
3119182 12153: Int of GRANT RD  LUNT RD  WARDTOWN RD
12155: TL   Durham  Freeport
22.2 0.008 1.01359.15362.400 110 186 / 1192 9 0 0 71 1
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10980 Int of BRACKETT RD  SACO ST 45.5 2.921 3.070.411.260 420 90 / 302 11 0 0 62 3
P15619 Int of BLUE LEDGE RD  COUNTY RD  SOUTH ST 18.8 8.703 1.101.121.230 620 231 / 1059 32 0 0 262 4
P15714 Int of GRAY RD  MOSHER RD 7.7 5.301 4.430.371.631 100 39 / 132 26 0 1 240 1
15754 Int of MALLISON ST  MOSHER RD 54.5 3.249 2.700.421.131 1200 116 / 392 11 0 1 50 5
17161 Int of GRAY RD  MAIN ST 45.5 5.586 2.010.330.660 510 162 / 602 11 0 0 61 4
17166 Int of LIBBY AV  MAIN ST 41.7 4.965 4.780.341.610 1220 35 / 112 24 0 0 141 9
P63116 Int of BERNARD P RINES HWY  SOUTH ST 11.1 5.673 1.720.310.530 100 183 / 721 9 0 0 80 1
P63120 Int of BERNARD P RINES HWY  NARRAGANSETT ST 22.7 5.973 3.820.321.230 320 55 / 182 22 0 0 172 3
P66505 Int of LIBBY AV  NEW PORTLAND RD 16.7 3.211 3.390.401.350 110 76 / 242 13 0 0 101 1
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183673 10221: Int of FIELDCREST DR, FLAGGY MEADOW RD
10843: Int of FLAGGY MEADOW RD, OSBORNE RD
18.2 0.002 2.61625.351629.680 210 57 / 381 11 0 0 91 1
184749 10972: Int of BURNHAM RD  MOUNTVIEW DR
NONESUCH RD
15244: Int of BURNHAM RD, KINNEY RD
22.2 0.003 1.63570.17931.831 100 125 / 751 9 0 1 70 1
3105800 15634: Int of FORT HILL RD, HUSTON RD
18273: Int of FORT HILL RD  LONGVIEW DR
21.4 0.013 1.10333.36365.320 210 177 / 1121 14 0 0 111 2
3105929 15973: Int of COLLEGE AV  SCHOOL ST
17158: Int of MAIN ST  SCHOOL ST  SOUTH ST  STATE
ST
0.0 0.003 2.00462.86925.710 000 93 / 552 9 0 0 90 0
3106163 12434: Int of PREBLE ST, SOUTH ST
17158: Int of MAIN ST  SCHOOL ST  SOUTH ST  STATE
ST
28.6 0.003 3.32473.271569.030 600 31 / 232 14 0 0 100 4
3106574 17159: Int of ELM ST, MAIN ST, WATER ST
17160: Int of MAIN ST  NEW PORTLAND RD
18.2 0.009 1.04392.88409.280 200 183 / 1162 11 0 0 90 2
3117112 61308: Int of COUNTY RD  EDGEFIELD RD
15619: Int of BLUE LEDGE RD  COUNTY RD  SOUTH
ST
33.3 0.016 1.00319.25320.500 600 187 / 1201 15 0 0 100 5
3117207 17160: Int of MAIN ST  NEW PORTLAND RD
17161: Int of GRAY RD  MAIN ST
21.4 0.011 1.16378.11440.100 310 171 / 1072 14 0 0 111 2
3117681 15633: Int of FORT HILL RD  VALLEY VIEW DR
18273: Int of FORT HILL RD  LONGVIEW DR
11.1 0.007 1.10381.82421.500 100 177 / 1121 9 0 0 80 1
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12522 Int of CENTER RD  W GRAY RD 28.6 5.045 2.480.370.920 320 130 / 452 14 0 0 101 3
15556 Int of DEPOT RD  MAYALL RD 90.9 1.409 5.620.462.602 830 22 / 81 11 0 2 13 5
15744 Int of LAWRENCE RD  W GRAY RD 50.0 5.156 1.640.310.521 210 187 / 761 8 0 1 41 2
17099 Int of N RAYMOND RD  SHAKER RD 40.0 6.088 1.710.320.550 420 184 / 732 10 0 0 61 3
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3106175 12521: Int of BROWN ST, MAIN ST
17113: Int of COLLEY HILL RD  LEWISTON RD  MAIN
ST
42.9 0.010 1.11404.05449.400 700 176 / 1112 14 0 0 80 6
3117091 12522: Int of CENTER RD  W GRAY RD
66227: Non Int W GRAY RD
8.3 0.005 1.60473.46757.620 110 128 / 762 12 0 0 111 0
3122141 9868: Int of BIRCHWOOD RD, EGYPT RD
10539: Int of EGYPT RD  MAY MEADOW DR
30.0 0.008 1.00420.90421.390 210 187 / 1201 10 0 0 71 2
3940964 17119: TL   Gray  New Gloucester
17118: Int of LEWISTON RD  MAYALL RD
15.8 0.019 1.35254.20342.240 120 152 / 911 19 0 0 162 1
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185328 11384: Int of CARSLEY RD  NAPLES RD
11402: Int of NAPLES RD  TOWN FARM RD
30.0 0.006 1.33391.98521.520 111 154 / 931 10 1 0 71 1
3106522 17024: Int of BOLSTERS MILLS RD  NORWAY RD
TEMPLE HILL RD
17025: Int of DUMP RD  NORWAY RD  UPTON RD
18.2 0.012 1.10280.73308.411 110 177 / 1121 11 0 1 91 0
3117651 11236: TL   Harrison  Naples
11391: Int of FOGG RD  NAPLES RD
37.5 0.003 1.69458.89777.721 110 119 / 691 8 0 1 51 1
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16951 Int of CASCO RD  ROOSEVELT TRL 0.0 5.286 2.800.290.820 000 108 / 351 13 0 0 130 0
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3117124 66260: Int of LAKE HOUSE RD  ROOSEVELT TRL
16956: Int of LAMBS MILL RD  ROOSEVELT TRL
20.0 0.010 1.40242.38340.100 600 147 / 871 10 0 0 80 2
3118422 11234: Int of HARRISON RD  LEWIS RD
11236: TL   Harrison  Naples
36.4 0.005 1.80420.27758.511 120 108 / 611 11 0 1 72 1
3938121 16953: Int of HARRISON RD  ROOSEVELT TRL
16954: Int of ROOSEVELT TRL  SEBAGO RD
11.8 0.021 1.42202.95287.860 300 145 / 861 18 0 0 150 2
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186640 12339: Int of PENNEY RD, TUFTS RD
15917: Int of INTERVALE RD  PENNEY RD
62.5 0.003 1.50576.92867.280 311 137 / 801 8 1 0 31 3
3106556 17124: Int of CHANDLER MILL RD  CHURCH RD
LEWISTON RD
17125: Int of BALD HILL RD  INTERVALE RD
LEWISTON RD
39.3 0.038 1.12220.59247.264 930 175 / 1101 28 0 3 172 6
3946430 19333: TL   Gray  New Gloucester
70988: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 95 SB
41.7 0.028 1.12127.48142.930 430 175 / 1101 12 0 0 73 2
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12690 0503102 POR,DARTMOUTH ST,DEERING AVE. 88.9 2.412 2.750.451.240 720 112 / 362 9 0 0 12 6
12694 Int of BRIGHTON AV  DEERING AV  FALMOUTH ST 20.0 5.887 1.181.201.420 500 224 / 999 25 0 0 200 5
12739 Int of DEERING AV  DEVONSHIRE ST 44.4 2.960 2.370.431.010 410 140 / 492 9 0 0 51 3
12868 Int of BRIGHTON AV  COLONIAL RD  COLUMBIA RD
WOODFORD ST
38.7 7.873 1.161.141.311 1310 226 / 1019 31 0 1 191 10
12881 Int of BOLTON ST  CONGRESS ST 22.2 10.056 1.060.280.300 110 235 / 1082 9 0 0 71 1
12918 Int of CONGRESS ST  POWSLAND ST 50.0 9.898 1.190.280.341 500 223 / 982 10 0 1 50 4
12928 Int of BRIGHTON AV  STEVENS AV 25.0 8.646 1.791.1220 1400 178 / 689 52 0 0 390 13
12929 Int of CONGRESS ST  STEVENS AV  WESTGATE MALL
ENTRANCE
36.8 10.098 1.151.091.250 1540 227 / 1029 38 0 0 244 10
P13040 Int of CAPISIC ST  FROST ST 25.0 4.370 1.870.370.690 210 172 / 642 9 0 0 61 1
13367 Int of CANCO RD  READ ST 62.5 2.258 2.710.441.180 600 115 / 382 8 0 0 30 5
13368 Int of CANCO RD  READ ST 28.6 2.301 2.670.431.160 210 118 / 402 8 0 0 51 1
15893 Int of RIVERSIDE ST  WARREN AV 18.0 12.161 1.301.061.370 1400 214 / 939 50 0 0 410 9
16753 Int of PARK AV  VALLEY ST 50.0 4.562 1.530.380.580 310 196 / 822 8 0 0 41 3
16768 Int of CONGRESS ST  FREDERIC ST  MARSTON ST 8.3 5.400 2.020.370.740 020 161 / 592 12 0 0 111 0
16770 Int of PARK AV  ST JOHN ST 16.7 4.971 1.951.242.410 740 166 / 619 36 0 0 302 4
16773 Int of LOWELL ST  PARK AV 27.3 4.687 2.060.380.780 310 158 / 582 11 0 0 81 2
16783 Int of COMMERCIAL ST  PARK ST 23.5 7.937 2.140.330.710 310 152 / 532 17 0 0 131 3
16784 Int of COMMERCIAL ST  HIGH ST 10.0 5.981 1.710.360.610 100 184 / 732 11 0 0 90 1
16817 Int of PINE ST  STATE ST 8.3 5.026 2.130.370.800 100 153 / 542 12 0 0 110 1
16820 Int of CONGRESS ST  DOW ST 66.7 4.615 2.270.380.871 520 146 / 512 12 0 1 42 5
16825 Int of BRAMHALL ST  CONGRESS ST  DEERING AV 30.8 7.154 1.051.161.212 610 236 / 1099 26 0 2 181 5
P16836 Int of FOREST AV  KENNEBEC ST  MARGINAL WY
STATE ST EXT
24.7 13.256 1.761.041.840 1840 180 / 709 73 0 0 554 14
16838 Int of BAXTER BLVD  BEDFORD ST  FOREST AV 40.5 12.332 1.081.051.140 1820 233 / 1079 42 0 0 252 15
16844 Int of FOREST AV  WILLIAM ST 36.4 7.601 1.590.300.480 510 192 / 792 11 0 0 71 3
16848 Int of COYLE ST  FOREST AV 41.7 6.787 1.890.310.590 710 170 / 622 12 0 0 71 4
16850 Int of ARLINGTON ST, FOREST AV 25.0 5.912 2.100.320.680 400 156 / 562 12 0 0 90 3
16851 Int of FOREST AV  FRANKLIN ST 25.0 6.949 1.031.161.200 610 238 / 1119 25 0 0 181 5
16852 Int of DEERING AV  FOREST AV  WOODFORD ST 34.3 9.770 1.091.091.190 1510 232 / 1069 35 0 0 231 11
16856 Int of FOREST AV, PLEASANT AV 44.4 7.564 1.310.300.400 420 213 / 922 9 0 0 52 2
16860 Int of FOREST AV  WALTON ST 36.8 8.242 1.361.131.541 1900 209 / 899 38 0 1 240 13
16867 Int of ADELAIDE ST  FOREST AV  READ ST 40.0 8.331 1.350.300.400 310 210 / 902 10 0 0 61 3
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16869 Int of FOREST AV  MORRILL ST 12.5 8.328 1.080.300.320 010 233 / 1072 8 0 0 71 0
P16872 Int of ALLEN AV  ENTRANCE TO MCDONALDS Z RD
FOREST AV
29.6 12.717 1.351.051.420 1640 210 / 909 54 0 0 383 13
16874 Int of FOREST AV  MAGGIE LN  WARREN AV 37.1 10.697 1.011.081.090 1400 240 / 1139 35 0 0 220 13
16876 Int of FOREST AV  WALL ST 0.0 3.493 2.070.370.760 000 157 / 572 8 0 0 80 0
P16892 Int of FOREST AV  RIVERSIDE ST 43.5 10.484 1.351.081.460 2350 210 / 909 46 0 0 265 15
17045 Int of OCEAN AV  WASHINGTON AV 32.4 8.074 1.241.131.400 1020 218 / 959 34 0 0 232 9
18518 Int of FRANKLIN ST  MIDDLE ST 40.0 5.217 1.041.231.280 810 237 / 1109 20 0 0 121 7
18521 Int of FOX ST  FRANKLIN ST 27.8 11.080 1.011.071.081 940 240 / 1139 36 0 1 263 6
18523 Int of ELM ST  MARGINAL WY  PREBLE ST  PREBLE ST
EXT
18.2 9.064 1.101.111.210 1030 231 / 1059 33 0 0 272 4
18524 Int of BAXTER BLVD  PREBLE ST EXT 37.9 6.185 1.321.191.560 1230 212 / 919 29 0 0 183 8
18531 Int of HIGH ST  PLEASANT ST 50.0 5.257 1.370.370.510 220 208 / 882 8 0 0 42 2
18533 Int of CONGRESS ST  FREE ST  HIGH ST 36.7 8.590 1.041.121.160 1130 237 / 1109 30 0 0 193 8
18534 Int of DEERING ST  HIGH ST 28.6 4.728 2.600.380.990 600 124 / 422 14 0 0 100 4
18538 Int of HIGH ST  HIGH ST EXT  PARK AV 37.8 6.889 1.541.161.790 1340 195 / 819 37 0 0 233 11
18571 Int of CONGRESS ST  GILMAN ST 18.2 5.186 3.810.371.410 400 56 / 192 22 0 0 180 4
P18670 Int of LARRABEE RD  RAMP OFF TO RIVERSIDE ST
LARRABEE RD  RIVERSIDE ST
14.3 12.063 2.011.062.130 930 162 / 609 77 0 0 663 8
P18879 Int of WALNUT ST, WASHINGTON AV 30.0 4.899 1.810.380.680 210 176 / 662 10 0 0 71 2
19000 Int of FRANKLIN ST  FRANKLIN ST ART  MARGINAL
WAY  MARGINAL WY
30.4 13.205 1.361.041.410 1710 209 / 899 56 0 0 391 16
19010 Int of KENNEBEC ST  PREBLE ST 44.4 1.535 7.720.513.911 1100 10 / 32 18 0 1 100 7
19026 Int of CUMBERLAND AV  DEERING AV 0.0 3.099 2.410.400.970 000 136 / 472 9 0 0 90 0
19029 Int of CUMBERLAND AV  FOREST AV 30.8 4.285 1.581.282.020 590 193 / 809 26 0 0 184 4
19088 Int of PARK ST  YORK ST 33.3 6.913 1.680.340.580 400 186 / 752 12 0 0 80 4
19183 Int of CONGRESS ST  RAMP OFF TO CONGRESS ST 25.0 5.038 4.180.321.320 510 45 / 142 20 0 0 151 4
19193 Int of FOREST AV  RAMP E OFF TO FOREST AV 30.0 5.844 9.360.302.850 1150 6 / 22 50 0 0 354 11
19197 Int of FRANKLIN ST  RAMP A OFF TO FRANKLIN ST
ART
28.6 5.008 1.131.241.400 510 229 / 1049 21 0 0 151 5
P19209 Int of CONGRESS ST  FORE RIVER PKY  RAMP D OFF
TO CONGRESS ST
37.5 11.564 1.301.061.380 2110 214 / 939 48 0 0 301 17
19216 Int of FOREST AV  RAMP D OFF TO FOREST AV 14.3 5.257 2.840.310.890 200 106 / 332 14 0 0 120 2
19911 Int of INTERNATIONAL PKWY  JETPORT BLVD 70.0 3.884 2.260.380.860 630 147 / 522 10 0 0 32 5
59410 Int of RAMP ON FROM CONGRESS ST  SLIP RAMP ON
OFF 295 NB
27.3 1.964 4.640.401.870 210 37 / 122 11 0 0 81 2
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60334 Int of I 295 RD  RAMP ON FROM VERANDA ST  RD INV
3200501
56.3 2.356 5.880.382.262 1030 18 / 72 16 0 2 72 5
60338 Int of FOREST AV  RAMP H OFF TO FOREST AV 28.8 7.009 9.650.292.810 1430 4 / 12 59 0 0 423 14
60342 Int of FOREST AV  RAMP A OFF TO FOREST AV 25.0 5.852 2.990.300.910 400 96 / 312 16 0 0 120 4
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188387 13571: Int of PRESUMPSCOT ST  SHERWOOD ST
13572: Int of SHERWOOD ST  VERANDA ST
12.5 0.000 9.411687.3315885.
54
0 010 4 / 32 9 0 0 71 0
192539 16832: Int of GRANT ST  STATE ST
19068: 0509488 POR,MELLEN,GRANT ST.
0.0 0.000 8.811698.3814958.
92
0 000 5 / 42 8 0 0 60 0
192564 16855: Int of CONCORD ST  FOREST AV
16856: Int of FOREST AV, PLEASANT AV
30.0 0.003 2.15514.511107.770 320 84 / 512 10 0 0 72 1
194361 18780: 0509200 POR,EXCHANGE,MILK ST.
18784: Int of EXCHANGE ST  MIDDLE ST  SPRING ST
0.0 0.000 6.321482.059373.580 000 9 / 82 11 0 0 80 0
194367 18783: Int of EXCHANGE ST  FEDERAL ST  FEDERAL
ST W
18784: Int of EXCHANGE ST  MIDDLE ST  SPRING ST
0.0 0.001 3.571372.794903.310 000 27 / 222 8 0 0 60 0
194381 18792: Int of FEDERAL ST W  PEARL ST
18793: End of FEDERAL ST W
0.0 0.000 21.251679.4835693.
43
0 000 2 / 12 21 0 0 190 0
194735 19026: Int of CUMBERLAND AV  DEERING AV
19027: 0509447 POR,MELLEN ST,CUMBERLAND AVE.
20.0 0.001 3.261160.743789.390 200 33 / 252 12 0 0 80 2
194764 19050: 0509470 POR,FREE,BROWN ST.
19056: Int of FREE ST  OAK ST
0.0 0.001 2.931152.463378.960 000 42 / 302 11 0 0 100 0
194769 19056: Int of FREE ST  OAK ST
19057: Int of CONGRESS ST  OAK ST
0.0 0.000 11.591732.2620076.
77
0 000 3 / 22 8 0 0 80 0
194770 19057: Int of CONGRESS ST  OAK ST
19058: Int of OAK ST  SHEPLEY ST
0.0 0.000 5.951496.648911.420 000 12 / 112 10 0 0 100 0
194784 19068: 0509488 POR,MELLEN,GRANT ST.
19071: Int of DEERING AV  GRANT ST
0.0 0.000 8.801670.7614703.
36
0 000 6 / 52 9 0 0 80 0
194785 19069: 0509489 POR,MELLEN,SHERMAN ST.
19073: Int of DEERING AV  SHERMAN ST
0.0 0.000 7.621663.8512683.
92
0 000 8 / 72 8 0 0 60 0
194797 19084: Int of CONGRESS ST  PARK ST
19085: Int of PARK ST  SPRING ST
0.0 0.001 4.771254.905985.670 000 15 / 122 14 0 0 110 0
194824 19103: 0509523 POR,BRACKETT,SPRUCE ST.
19104: 0509524 POR,BRACKETT,PINE ST.
0.0 0.001 2.901082.293133.980 000 44 / 322 13 0 0 100 0
194826 19104: 0509524 POR,BRACKETT,PINE ST.
19148: 0509568 POR,CLARK,WEST,PINE ST.
10.0 0.001 3.751255.624713.620 100 24 / 212 11 0 0 90 1
195146 19463: Int of ANDERSON ST  CUMBERLAND AV
19464: 0509886 POR,ANDERSON ST,E.OXFORD STR.
0.0 0.000 6.011587.869550.240 000 11 / 102 8 0 0 60 0
2763132 15397: Int of COMMERCIAL ST  FRANKLIN ST  MAINE
STATE PIER
16796: Int of COMMERCIAL ST  CUSTOM HOUSE ST
36.8 0.003 3.94540.192129.760 720 22 / 192 20 0 0 122 5
3106012 15135: TL   Portland  Westbrook
15893: Int of RIVERSIDE ST  WARREN AV
23.8 0.009 1.91420.41804.110 500 99 / 582 21 0 0 160 5
3106207 12704: Int of CONGRESS ST  FOREST AV
19029: Int of CUMBERLAND AV  FOREST AV
30.0 0.002 3.32532.171764.720 300 31 / 232 10 0 0 70 3
3106257 13369: Int of GLENGARDEN ST  READ ST
13370: Int of ENT TO CHEVERUS HS  OCEAN AV
READ ST
12.5 0.007 1.11379.55421.760 100 176 / 1112 9 0 0 70 1
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description3106257 13369: Int of GLENGARDEN ST  READ ST
13370: Int of ENT TO CHEVERUS HS  OCEAN AV
READ ST
12.5 0.007 1.11379.55421.760 100 176 / 1112 9 0 0 70 1
3106401 16770: Int of PARK AV  ST JOHN ST
16771: Int of MARSTON ST, PARK AV
17.9 0.005 4.01484.511940.710 410 21 / 182 28 0 0 231 4
3106416 16845: Int of DARTMOUTH ST  FOREST AV
16846: Int of FOREST AV  NOYES ST
0.0 0.004 1.30466.90606.430 000 157 / 962 8 0 0 80 0
3106417 16846: Int of FOREST AV  NOYES ST
16847: Int of ASHMONT ST  BELMONT ST  FOREST AV
29.6 0.007 3.00412.411235.661 720 39 / 282 27 0 1 192 5
3106422 16858: Int of FOREST AV  HARTLEY ST
16859: Int of FOREST AV  HOLLY ST
30.8 0.020 1.99329.85655.622 1400 94 / 562 40 0 2 270 10
3106425 16869: Int of FOREST AV  MORRILL ST
16870: Int of BISHOP ST  FOREST AV  STEVENS AV
50.0 0.008 1.60399.06636.822 810 128 / 762 16 0 1 81 6
3106428 16874: Int of FOREST AV  MAGGIE LN  WARREN AV
16875: Int of AVALON RD  FOREST AV
21.1 0.015 1.19349.66415.890 310 168 / 1042 19 0 0 151 3
3106439 16892: Int of FOREST AV  RIVERSIDE ST
18508: Int of FOREST AV  RIVERTON DR
0.0 0.004 2.85481.871373.500 000 45 / 332 16 0 0 160 0
3106525 17030: Int of ALLEN AV  WOODLAWN AV
17031: Int of ALLEN AV  YALE ST
22.2 0.005 1.22475.85579.980 110 165 / 1022 9 0 0 71 1
3106682 18528: Int of FOREST AV, HIGH ST EXT
19049: Int of FOREST AV  PARK AV  PORTLAND ST
21.4 0.005 2.13406.40865.341 110 85 / 522 14 0 1 111 1
3106685 18530: Int of DANFORTH ST  HIGH ST
18531: Int of HIGH ST  PLEASANT ST
0.0 0.004 1.50510.43767.750 000 137 / 802 9 0 0 90 0
3106748 18659: Int of CHAS LORING SB, I 295 SB
18741: Int of I 295 SB  RAMP ON FROM VERANDA ST
37.5 0.015 1.04171.49178.240 030 183 / 1162 8 0 0 53 0
3106784 18734: Int of I 295 SB  WASH AV SB
18738: Int of I 295 SB  WASH AV SB
33.3 0.030 1.15146.11167.980 080 172 / 1082 15 0 0 105 0
3106804 18779: Non Int FORE ST
18786: Int of FORE ST  UNION ST
25.0 0.001 7.65697.625337.131 010 7 / 62 9 0 1 61 0
3106809 18789: Int of CONGRESS ST  TEMPLE ST
18790: Int of CONGRESS ST, ELM ST, FEDERAL ST
10.0 0.002 2.72604.251641.930 100 49 / 342 10 0 0 90 1
3106838 19029: Int of CUMBERLAND AV  FOREST AV
19049: Int of FOREST AV  PARK AV  PORTLAND ST
50.0 0.003 2.38458.651092.160 520 69 / 452 11 0 0 52 3
3106842 19060: Int of AVON ST, CONGRESS ST
19084: Int of CONGRESS ST  PARK ST
0.0 0.002 2.41579.331395.750 000 67 / 432 10 0 0 100 0
3106869 19214: Int of I 295 SB  RAMP H OFF TO FOREST AV
19219: Int of I 295 SB  RAMP B ON FROM FOREST AV
25.0 0.007 1.85208.52385.330 110 104 / 592 8 0 0 61 1
3116235 63963: Int of BUILDING FOR LEASE  ENT TO HOME
DEPOT  RIVERSIDE ST
15893: Int of RIVERSIDE ST  WARREN AV
20.0 0.007 1.10411.46453.240 300 177 / 1122 10 0 0 80 2
3116401 16783: Int of COMMERCIAL ST  PARK ST
16784: Int of COMMERCIAL ST  HIGH ST
9.1 0.004 1.75501.68876.281 000 113 / 642 11 0 1 100 0
3116402 16784: Int of COMMERCIAL ST  HIGH ST
16785: Int of COMMERCIAL ST  MAPLE ST
23.1 0.007 1.46447.87652.600 400 141 / 822 13 0 0 100 3
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3116598 15890: Int of RIVERSIDE CT  RIVERSIDE ST
65548: Int of RAMP OFF TO RIVERSIDE ST LARRABEE
RD  RIVERSIDE ST
12.5 0.014 1.64357.76585.650 410 124 / 742 24 0 0 211 2
3117641 10387: Int of MCALLISTER FARM, RIVERSIDE ST
15893: Int of RIVERSIDE ST  WARREN AV
20.0 0.011 1.23376.83464.441 120 164 / 1012 15 0 1 121 1
3117925 15537: Int of EXIT 7A CONN RD, JETPORT BLVD 1,
JOHNSON ST, JOHNSON ST WB
19901: Int of CUT 9X TO 22X  JOHNSON ST  JOHNSON
ST WB  ROUTE 22 SB
30.8 0.007 1.45413.48601.430 500 142 / 832 13 0 0 90 4
3117968 18936: Int of E OXFORD ST EXT, WASHINGTON AV
19042: Int of CUMBERLAND AV  WASHINGTON AV
10.0 0.003 2.33537.111249.730 010 72 / 472 12 0 0 91 0
3119930 65549: Int of RAMP OFF TO RIVERSIDE ST LARRABEE
RD  RIVERSIDE ST
18673: Int of RAMP C ON FROM RIVERSIDE ST
LARRABEE RD  RAMP D OFF TO RIVERSIDE ST  LAR
11.1 0.005 2.66227.41605.830 100 52 / 362 9 0 0 80 1
3120694 15536: Int of CONGRESS ST, JOHNSON ST
19910: Int of CONGRESS ST  INTERNATIONAL PKWY
UNUM PARK Z RD
29.4 0.016 1.04347.89363.113 400 183 / 1162 17 0 2 120 3
3120728 16827: Int of CONGRESS ST  WEYMOUTH ST
16828: Int of CONGRESS ST  FOREST ST
22.2 0.004 1.36493.85673.430 200 151 / 902 9 0 0 70 2
3121545 16782: RRX 837536  COMMERCIAL ST
16783: Int of COMMERCIAL ST  PARK ST
20.0 0.006 1.26464.87585.860 110 161 / 992 10 0 0 81 1
3122199 13511: Int of RAINBOW MALL RD  WASHINGTON AV
17046: Int of BYFIELD RD  WASHINGTON AV
25.0 0.006 1.04434.34453.640 300 183 / 1162 8 0 0 60 2
3122272 17035: Int of ABBOTT ST  ALLEN AV
17061: Int of ALLEN AV  WASHINGTON AV
11.1 0.004 1.54514.45791.860 030 133 / 772 9 0 0 81 0
3122275 17045: Int of OCEAN AV  WASHINGTON AV
17046: Int of BYFIELD RD  WASHINGTON AV
35.7 0.006 1.83434.50795.111 420 106 / 602 14 0 1 92 2
3123552 18533: Int of CONGRESS ST  FREE ST  HIGH ST
18534: Int of DEERING ST  HIGH ST
12.5 0.003 1.72534.25918.042 000 116 / 662 9 0 1 70 0
3123985 17036: Int of GALVIN ST, WASHINGTON AV
18737: Int of BATES ST  VERANDA ST  WASH AV SB
WASHINGTON AV
8.3 0.005 1.73448.69776.240 010 115 / 652 12 0 0 111 0
3123995 18719: Int of I 295 NB  WASHINGTON AV
18737: Int of BATES ST  VERANDA ST  WASH AV SB
WASHINGTON AV
44.4 0.012 1.39181.66252.930 220 148 / 882 9 0 0 52 2
3129252 12929: Int of CONGRESS ST  STEVENS AV
WESTGATE MALL ENTRANCE
12940: Int of CONGRESS ST  WESTLAND AV
25.0 0.010 1.04382.50397.080 230 183 / 1162 12 0 0 92 1
3129283 16868: Int of ARBOR ST  FOREST AV
16869: Int of FOREST AV  MORRILL ST
16.7 0.006 1.46424.39618.730 200 141 / 822 12 0 0 100 2
3129290 17038: Int of PRESUMPSCOT ST  W PRESUMPSCOT
ST  WASHINGTON AV
17039: Int of CUMMINGS ST  WASHINGTON AV
16.7 0.006 1.51429.04647.140 020 136 / 792 12 0 0 102 0
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3129804 13200: Int of ARBOR ST  STEVENS AV
66108: Non Int STEVENS AV
0.0 0.005 1.65492.36813.220 000 123 / 732 11 0 0 90 0
3130458 12816: Int of NEVENS ST  WOODFORD ST
16852: Int of DEERING AV  FOREST AV  WOODFORD
ST
25.0 0.005 1.18470.80555.351 100 169 / 1052 9 0 1 60 1
3130489 16816: Int of SPRING ST, STATE ST
16817: Int of PINE ST  STATE ST
20.0 0.007 1.66446.20741.270 040 122 / 722 15 0 0 123 0
3130490 16818: Int of CONGRESS ST, STATE ST
16820: Int of CONGRESS ST  DOW ST
29.2 0.004 4.46521.782325.191 420 17 / 142 25 0 1 172 4
3130498 17060: Int of MAPLEWOOD ST, NORTHPORT
BUSINESS PARK Z RD, WASHINGTON AV
17061: Int of ALLEN AV  WASHINGTON AV
20.0 0.006 2.44425.041037.780 310 65 / 422 20 0 0 161 3
3131532 12631: Int of DEERING AV  PARK AV
19075: Int of PARK AV  WEYMOUTH ST
36.4 0.005 1.51478.47724.800 310 136 / 792 11 0 0 71 3
3131705 19032: Int of CUMBERLAND AV  PARRIS ST
19033: Int of CUMBERLAND AV  HANOVER ST
14.3 0.001 3.79598.672268.640 100 23 / 202 8 0 0 60 1
3139303 17642: Int of I 295 NB  US 1 NB
18720: Int of I 295 NB  US 1 NB
15.4 0.018 1.46163.53237.970 020 141 / 822 13 0 0 112 0
3139304 18718: Int of I 295 NB  WASHINGTON AV
18719: Int of I 295 NB  WASHINGTON AV
21.1 0.026 1.64151.12247.600 130 124 / 742 19 0 0 153 1
3139307 19175: Int of I 295 NB  RAMP C ON FROM FOREST AV
19194: Int of I 295 NB  RAMP E OFF TO FOREST AV
12.5 0.008 1.71203.08347.900 100 117 / 672 8 0 0 70 1
3139446 12631: Int of DEERING AV  PARK AV
19067: Int of MELLEN ST  PARK AV
25.0 0.005 1.04469.38487.590 110 183 / 1162 8 0 0 61 1
3155094 16765: Int of CONGRESS ST  ST JOHN ST
66777: Non Int ST JOHN ST
25.9 0.007 2.93438.411284.450 720 42 / 302 28 0 0 202 5
3509284 19071: Int of DEERING AV  GRANT ST
19073: Int of DEERING AV  SHERMAN ST
7.7 0.001 6.17599.113697.910 010 10 / 92 13 0 0 121 0
3509285 19026: Int of CUMBERLAND AV  DEERING AV
19073: Int of DEERING AV  SHERMAN ST
0.0 0.001 4.13592.802449.100 000 19 / 162 9 0 0 80 0
3943878 13351: Int of ALLEN AV  BROOK RD
17061: Int of ALLEN AV  WASHINGTON AV
22.2 0.005 3.05421.651287.470 500 37 / 272 18 0 0 140 4
3943896 15893: Int of RIVERSIDE ST  WARREN AV
15895: Int of NEWCOMB ST  WARREN AV
37.7 0.051 1.14300.74344.210 1670 173 / 1092 53 0 0 336 14
3943906 16790: Int of COMMERCIAL ST  UNION ST  UNION
WHARF Z RD
16792: Int of COMMERCIAL ST  DANA ST
0.0 0.003 2.20526.911159.670 000 81 / 502 12 0 0 120 0
3943907 16853: Int of FOREST AV  OCEAN AV  SAUNDER ST
16855: Int of CONCORD ST  FOREST AV
26.7 0.005 2.38463.411103.800 310 69 / 452 15 0 0 111 3
3944348 12700: Int of BRIGHTON AV  DEVONSHIRE ST  NOYES
ST  ST JOHN ST
12877: Int of BRIGHTON AV  DOUGLASS ST
25.0 0.003 1.67508.69848.050 201 121 / 712 8 1 0 60 1
3967856 19178: TL   Portland  South Portland
71272: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 295 NB
30.0 0.017 1.16165.47192.310 210 171 / 1072 10 0 0 71 2
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4047136 71534: Int of FOREST AV  RD INV 3210292
16873: Int of ELEANOR ST  FOREST AV
6.3 0.007 1.76411.04722.040 100 112 / 632 16 0 0 150 1
4047225 16870: Int of BISHOP ST  FOREST AV  STEVENS AV
71535: Int of FOREST AV  RD INV 3210293
16.7 0.006 2.39436.571042.280 400 68 / 442 18 0 0 150 3
4048043 12658: Int of BEDFORD ST  ENT TO USM  ENT TO USM
PRKG GARAGE
12660: Int of BEDFORD ST  DURHAM ST
22.2 0.002 2.56567.261453.130 110 60 / 392 9 0 0 71 1
4210708 71632: Non Int MARGINAL WY
71634: Non Int MARGINAL WY
29.0 0.013 4.06382.971553.130 1740 20 / 172 62 0 0 444 14
4309941 18532: Int of HIGH ST  SPRING ST
71654: Int of HIGH ST  RD INV 3210344
23.1 0.004 2.22514.351142.870 500 79 / 482 13 0 0 100 3
4309944 71655: Non Int CONGRESS ST
19084: Int of CONGRESS ST  PARK ST
14.3 0.003 1.64547.43897.090 100 124 / 742 8 0 0 60 1
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15567 Int of ELMWOOD RD  HALLOWELL RD 17.6 1.836 7.100.433.091 110 14 / 51 17 0 1 141 1
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3120640 12028: Int of HALLOWELL RD  LORING LN
15567: Int of ELMWOOD RD  HALLOWELL RD
22.2 0.006 1.28401.07514.990 200 159 / 981 9 0 0 70 2
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185519 11519: Int of RAYMOND HILL RD, VALLEY RD
11536: Int of LEDGE HILL RD, SPILLER HILL RD,
VALLEY RD
45.5 0.006 1.28492.68633.080 410 159 / 981 11 0 0 61 4
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12551 Int of BRIDGES DR, PAYNE RD 12.5 5.923 1.400.320.450 100 206 / 871 8 0 0 70 1
12552 Int of MUSSEY RD  PAYNE RD 46.2 6.084 2.110.340.710 610 155 / 552 13 0 0 71 5
14995 Int of HIGHLAND AV  PLEASANT HILL RD 38.5 4.573 2.610.360.950 410 123 / 412 13 0 0 81 4
15022 Int of BLACK POINT RD  EASTERN RD 11.1 5.776 1.520.340.520 200 197 / 832 9 0 0 80 1
15611 Int of GORHAM RD  PAYNE RD 41.9 9.552 1.371.101.500 1660 208 / 889 43 0 0 255 13
15614 Int of GORHAM RD  RUNNING HILL RD 22.2 6.008 1.400.360.500 200 206 / 872 9 0 0 70 2
15615 Int of BEECHRIDGE RD  GORHAM RD  SACO ST 30.8 7.119 1.051.161.220 710 236 / 1099 26 0 0 181 7
16412 Int of CUMMINGS RD  PAYNE RD 36.6 11.684 1.101.061.170 1930 231 / 1059 41 0 0 263 12
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3106373 16388: Int of BROADTURN RD, MARTIN AV
16589: Int of BROADTURN RD  PINE POINT RD  US 1
20.0 0.006 2.08384.78801.930 300 88 / 532 15 0 0 120 3
3139080 14991: Int of FAIRFIELD RD  US 1  US 1 SB
16607: Int of US 1  WESTWOOD AV
44.4 0.006 1.09459.07500.680 410 178 / 1132 9 0 0 51 3
3139524 14597: Int of BLACK POINT RD  THORNTON RD
16608: Int of BLACK POINT RD  GORHAM RD  US 1  US
1 SB
20.0 0.010 1.96353.23692.640 320 96 / 572 20 0 0 162 2
3505516 16588: Int of DUNSTAN AV  ORCHARD ST  US 1
69040: Non Int US 1
40.0 0.015 1.21375.25454.421 530 166 / 1032 20 0 1 122 5
3941386 60668: Int of BOND BROOK DR  BROADTURN RD
10055: Int of BROADTURN RD  JOSS HILL RD
50.0 0.005 1.37413.14567.820 330 150 / 892 8 0 0 42 2
3941868 60658: Int of BEECHRIDGE RD  HEATHWOOD LN
10610: Int of BEECHRIDGE RD  BERRY RD
22.2 0.005 1.60417.73667.110 110 128 / 762 9 0 0 71 1
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3119164 10274: Int of BRIDGTON RD, STEVENS RD
11141: Int of BRIDGTON RD  DYKE MOUNTAIN RD
22.2 0.006 1.16456.25531.350 110 171 / 1071 9 0 0 71 1
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14203 Int of BROADWAY  RAMP WESTBROOK ST  SOKOKIS
ST
53.3 6.473 2.600.300.770 630 124 / 422 15 0 0 73 5
14240 Int of MAIN ST, WALLACE AV 33.3 7.811 1.150.330.380 210 227 / 1022 9 0 0 61 2
14585 Int of ME TPK APP ON  RAMP C0420 10.0 4.249 1.830.430.780 100 174 / 652 10 0 0 90 1
14657 Int of BROADWAY  LINCOLN ST 16.7 8.413 1.061.121.190 800 235 / 1089 30 0 0 250 5
14667 Int of BROADWAY  ELM ST 35.0 5.350 1.021.221.250 910 239 / 1129 20 0 0 131 6
P14949 Int of BROADWAY  COTTAGE RD 29.4 10.312 1.041.081.130 1110 237 / 1109 35 0 0 241 9
14957 0505371 S.PORT,SAWYER ST,MITCHELL RD. 12.5 2.076 2.880.451.280 100 104 / 322 8 0 0 70 1
14978 Int of JETPORT PLAZA RD  WESTBROOK ST 12.5 1.382 3.920.491.930 100 51 / 162 8 0 0 70 1
15531 Int of ENTRANCE CHILIS DAYS INN Z RD  MAINE MALL
RD  RAMP A0420  RAMP C0420
29.7 8.047 1.361.131.530 1800 209 / 899 37 0 0 260 11
15532 Int of GORHAM RD  MAINE MALL RD  RUNNING HILL
RD
32.5 10.841 1.141.081.230 1350 228 / 1039 40 0 0 274 9
P15541 Int of BROADWAY  WESTBROOK ST 21.6 9.812 1.151.091.261 560 227 / 1029 37 0 1 294 3
16738 Int of MAIN ST  SKILLINGS ST 11.8 4.510 3.270.381.260 200 81 / 262 17 0 0 150 2
16739 Int of BROADWAY  MAIN ST 28.6 9.373 1.131.101.240 1100 229 / 1049 35 0 0 250 10
16743 Int of BILLY VACHON DR  ROUTE 1 33.3 4.271 2.740.431.170 500 113 / 372 15 0 0 100 5
18350 Int of PHILBROOK AV, RAMP E 50.0 3.791 3.590.441.580 910 66 / 222 18 0 0 91 8
P19250 Int of RAMP OFF WESTBROOK ST  WESTBROOK ST 20.9 13.337 1.031.041.072 1220 238 / 1119 43 0 2 342 5
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2523558 19177: Int of I 295 NB  US ROUTE 1 HWY RAMP
19178: TL   Portland  South Portland
30.8 0.021 1.29157.54203.120 430 158 / 972 13 0 0 92 2
3100169 14952: Int of COTTAGE RD, PILLSBURY ST
16022: Int of COTTAGE RD, FAIRLAWN AV
0.0 0.002 2.20498.331094.030 000 81 / 502 8 0 0 70 0
3105063 9655: Int of BROADWAY  CUT U0003
16030: Non Int BROADWAY
0.0 0.003 1.85468.98865.630 000 104 / 592 8 0 0 80 0
3106353 14144: Int of DARLING AV  MAINE MALL RD
19905: Non Int MAINE MALL RD
25.0 0.003 1.70554.229410 120 118 / 682 8 0 0 62 0
3106369 16031: Int of BROADWAY, CLEMONS ST
16032: Int of BROADWAY  MARGARET ST N
55.6 0.005 1.54422.73650.290 410 133 / 772 9 0 0 41 4
3116632 16725: Int of MAIN ST, MEMORY LN
65592: Int of MAIN ST  RD INV 3202058
33.3 0.003 2.08571.091188.700 400 88 / 532 9 0 0 60 3
3117261 64961: Int of RAMP ON FROM WESTBROOK ST  RAMP
WESTBROOK ST
19244: Int of I 295 NB  RAMP ON FROM WESTBROOK
ST
22.2 0.017 1.08167.15180.480 200 179 / 1142 9 0 0 70 2
3120765 19245: Int of I 295 NB  RAMP OFF TO VETERANS
BRIDGE
19246: Int of RAMP OFF TO VETERANS BRIDGE
VETERANS BRIDGE
55.6 0.018 1.01163.66165.300 1000 186 / 1192 9 0 0 40 5
3129262 14652: Int of BROADWAY, PEARY TERR
14653: Int of BROADWAY  WHITEHALL AV
0.0 0.004 1.32508.69673.300 000 155 / 942 8 0 0 80 0
3129721 14246: Int of HASKELL AV, MAIN ST
16739: Int of BROADWAY  MAIN ST
33.3 0.004 1.44502.89723.841 300 143 / 842 9 0 1 60 2
3417726 10089: Int of ENT MALL PLAZA  ENT TO ASPEN
DENTAL  MAINE MALL RD
60541: Non Int MAINE MALL RD
23.1 0.011 1.02402.07408.110 400 185 / 1182 13 0 0 100 3
3642473 14577: Int of ME TPK APP OFF  RAMP B0420
19241: Int of ME TPK APP OFF  RAMP ON FROM
ROUTE 8239
22.2 0.018 1.03162.50167.550 200 184 / 1172 9 0 0 70 2
3937956 14295: Int of BROADWAY  KENNETH RD
16739: Int of BROADWAY  MAIN ST
55.6 0.015 1.06372.98397.060 1440 181 / 1152 18 0 0 83 7
3967877 71274: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 295 NB
19245: Int of I 295 NB  RAMP OFF TO VETERANS
BRIDGE
21.4 0.020 1.44159.26229.111 110 143 / 842 14 0 1 111 1
4033591 19244: Int of I 295 NB  RAMP ON FROM WESTBROOK
ST
71274: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 295 NB
25.0 0.042 1.63135.69221.210 340 125 / 752 28 0 0 214 3
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15643 Int of CHADBOURNE RD  FORT HILL RD  NORTHEAST
RD  RICHVILLE RD
23.1 5.165 2.380.350.840 300 139 / 482 13 0 0 100 3
17134 Int of MANCHESTER RD  OSSIPEE TRL W  SACO RD 53.8 3.860 2.810.401.121 902 107 / 342 13 2 0 60 5
17142 Int of BONNY EAGLE RD  NORTHEAST RD  OSSIPEE
TRL E  OSSIPEE TRL W
25.8 7.344 1.221.151.410 920 220 / 969 31 0 0 232 6
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3105208 10755: Int of RIVER RD, SACO RD
10763: Int of DEER HL S  SACO RD
33.3 0.009 1.19357.18424.500 220 168 / 1041 12 0 0 82 2
3943885 14808: Int of CHADBOURNE RD  SCHOOL ST
14810: Int of CHADBOURNE RD  WHITE ROCK RD
26.5 0.043 1.01262.22265.112 711 186 / 1192 34 1 1 251 6
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15047 Int of EISENHOWER DR  SPRING ST 29.4 7.192 2.310.340.790 500 142 / 502 17 0 0 120 5
15049 Int of SPRING ST  THOMAS DR 0.0 5.872 1.420.360.510 000 204 / 862 9 0 0 90 0
P15062 Int of LARRABEE RD  MAIN ST 18.9 9.279 1.201.101.330 910 222 / 979 37 0 0 301 6
P15093 Int of CUMBERLAND ST  WARREN AV 16.9 7.649 7.640.342.570 830 11 / 42 59 0 0 493 7
P15136 Int of E BRIDGE ST  PARK RD 12.5 2.574 2.450.421.040 200 133 / 462 8 0 0 70 1
16900 Int of BRIDGTON RD  DUCK POND RD  HARDY RD 26.3 5.677 3.880.291.120 520 53 / 171 19 0 0 142 3
17175 Int of BRIDGE ST  MAIN ST  WESTBROOK COMMONS
CVS Z RD
18.2 6.398 1.630.350.570 200 188 / 772 11 0 0 90 2
17182 Int of MAIN ST  STROUDWATER ST 27.3 5.746 1.770.360.640 310 179 / 692 11 0 0 81 2
18543 Int of SACO ST  WILLIAM B CLARKE DR 18.2 7.640 1.261.141.440 600 217 / 949 33 0 0 270 6
18546 Int of BRACKETT ST  WILLIAM B CLARKE DR 18.2 7.952 1.540.300.460 200 195 / 812 11 0 0 90 2
67669 Non Int MAIN ST 30.0 5.378 1.690.370.620 400 185 / 742 10 0 0 70 3
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183963 10422: Int of MAYFIELD DR, METHODIST RD
15148: Int of BRIDGE ST  E BRIDGE ST  METHODIST
RD
22.2 0.020 1.19376.55446.320 510 168 / 1041 27 0 0 211 5
190519 15086: Int of DANA ST, MAIN ST
17172: Int of MAIN ST  MILL LN
8.3 0.002 2.91580.961693.230 200 43 / 312 12 0 0 110 1
3105993 15050: Int of PLEASANT ST, STROUDWATER ST
15051: Int of HIGHLAND ST  STROUDWATER ST
12.5 0.001 4.19617.412587.730 010 18 / 152 8 0 0 71 0
3116973 66048: Non Int SPRING ST
15049: Int of SPRING ST  THOMAS DR
21.4 0.007 1.48440.00652.180 400 139 / 812 14 0 0 110 3
3119789 60986: Int of MAIN ST  RD INV 3200810
18447: Int of LIZA HARMON DR  MAIN ST
29.4 0.005 2.45485.831191.310 600 64 / 412 17 0 0 120 5
3120687 15064: Int of DEER HILL AV  MAIN ST  WEBSTER AV
15065: Int of MAIN ST  MARRETT ST
25.0 0.003 1.99562.501121.080 200 94 / 562 9 0 0 60 2
3129271 15104: Int of BRIDGE ST  WINSLOW ST
15105: Int of BRIDGE ST  LINCOLN ST
7.7 0.003 2.96454.891346.350 100 40 / 292 14 0 0 120 1
3129295 17178: Non Int MAIN ST
17179: Int of MAIN ST  SPRING ST
11.1 0.003 1.73535.78928.281 000 115 / 652 9 0 1 80 0
4046533 71497: Non Int BRIDGTON RD
16895: Int of BRIDGTON RD  REED ST
15.8 0.013 1.31359.15472.160 400 156 / 952 19 0 0 160 3
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10923 Int of ABBY RD, TANDBERG TRL 27.3 5.621 1.800.360.650 210 177 / 672 11 0 0 81 2
12481 Int of FALMOUTH RD, VARNEY MILL RD 33.3 1.298 4.890.472.310 500 32 / 102 9 0 0 60 3
15738 Int of FALMOUTH RD  GRAY RD 50.0 3.285 4.140.421.732 750 48 / 152 17 0 2 83 3
15965 Int of RIVER RD  WINDHAM CENTER RD 16.7 1.476 5.590.492.710 200 23 / 92 12 0 0 100 2
16908 Int of ALBION RD  ROOSEVELT TRL 35.7 5.623 2.540.330.830 610 127 / 442 14 0 0 91 4
16919 Int of ROOSEVELT TRL  TANDBERG TRL 23.8 13.273 1.011.041.050 1010 240 / 1139 42 0 0 321 9
P19610 Int of GRAY RD  ROOSEVELT TRL 21.1 7.170 6.520.271.771 910 17 / 61 38 0 1 301 6
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3105925 15962: Int of COVERED BRIDGE RD  RIVER RD
19523: Int of LASKEY RD  RIVER RD
50.0 0.010 1.10346.30381.352 411 177 / 1122 12 1 1 60 4
3106652 18076: Non Int RIVER RD
19515: Int of RIVER RD  RIVERSIDE RIDGE RD
20.0 0.006 1.35394.12533.163 101 152 / 911 10 1 0 80 1
3115037 59545: Int of DANGELOS RD  ENT WINDHAM MALL
ROOSEVELT TRL
19519: Int of ROOSEVELT TRL  TRAILS END RD
29.2 0.022 1.14326.26371.740 630 173 / 1092 24 0 0 172 5
3129280 15961: Int of GAMBO RD  NEWHALL RD  RIVER RD
19556: Int of JONES HILL RD  RIVER RD
44.4 0.007 1.17386.31453.401 211 170 / 1062 9 1 0 51 2
3130492 16919: Int of ROOSEVELT TRL  TANDBERG TRL
17872: Int of ENT TO SHAWS  NORTH WINDHAM
SHOPPING CNTR Z RD  ROOSEVELT TRL
17.9 0.017 2.21340.69752.231 610 80 / 492 39 0 1 321 5
3943924 16919: Int of ROOSEVELT TRL  TANDBERG TRL
65227: Int of ROOSEVELT TRL  TURNING LEAF DR
15.3 0.040 1.68292.38492.600 1010 120 / 702 59 0 0 501 8
4047490 71549: Int of ENT TO RUSTLERS  TANDBERG TRL
16919: Int of ROOSEVELT TRL  TANDBERG TRL
12.5 0.004 1.43428.95612.140 200 144 / 852 8 0 0 70 1
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P11715 Int of RAMP D ON FROM US 1  RAMP OFF  ROUTE 1
US 1 SB
47.1 5.165 3.490.311.100 720 70 / 232 17 0 0 92 6
19364 Int of ROUTE 1  SPRING ST  US 1 SB 40.0 6.140 1.610.340.540 220 190 / 782 10 0 0 62 2
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3106774 18703: Int of I 295 SB  RAMP A OFF TO US 1
19375: Int of I 295 SB  RAMP B ON FROM US 1
20.0 0.061 1.01107.81108.540 410 186 / 1191 20 0 0 161 3
3115786 18632: Int of I 295 NB  RAMP D ON FROM US 1
19278: Int of I 295 NB  RAMP C OFF TO US 1
19.2 0.064 1.26106.85134.800 430 161 / 991 26 0 0 213 2
3937752 18704: TL   Freeport  Yarmouth
18703: Int of I 295 SB  RAMP A OFF TO US 1
5.6 0.037 1.36119.96163.520 100 151 / 901 18 0 0 170 1
3937765 69064: Int of I 295 SB  RAMP TO I 295
18698: Int of I 295 SB  RAMP B OFF TO US 1
20.0 0.015 1.29171.24221.490 300 158 / 972 10 0 0 80 2
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3107285 21348: Int of MT BLUE POND RD  RANGELEY RD
21349: Int of AVON VALLEY RD  RANGELEY RD
40.0 0.010 1.17294.78344.552 210 170 / 91 10 0 2 61 1
3119307 21349: Int of AVON VALLEY RD  RANGELEY RD
21767: Int of PLEASANT ST  RANGELEY RD
40.0 0.007 1.55323.29501.410 510 132 / 41 10 0 0 61 3
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3943987 21180: Int of KENNEBAGO RD  RANGELEY RD
21796: Int of RANGELEY RD  TRANSFER STA RD
18.2 0.010 1.02349.83355.650 200 185 / 141 11 0 0 90 2
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21282 Int of KNOWLTON CORNER RD  RED SCHOOLHOUSE
RD  WILTON RD
41.7 6.471 1.960.320.620 520 165 / 22 12 0 0 72 3
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195901 20226: Non-Int WHITTIER RD
20299: Int of LUCY KNOWLES RD  WHITTIER RD
30.0 0.006 1.21497.85600.990 300 166 / 71 10 0 0 70 3
3107034 20769: Int of CHRISTIAN DR  INDUSTRY RD
21048: TL   Farmington  Industry
22.2 0.008 1.02371.80377.400 120 185 / 141 9 0 0 72 0
3107239 21282: Int of KNOWLTON CORNER RD  RED
SCHOOLHOUSE RD  WILTON RD
21465: Non Int WILTON RD
17.9 0.051 1.30281.36365.950 870 157 / 62 56 0 0 464 6
3107272 21327: Int of ACADEMY ST  MAIN ST
21328: Int of BROADWAY  MAIN ST
6.7 0.004 2.46507.371249.540 010 63 / 22 15 0 0 141 0
3115967 63219: Int of MAIN ST  RD INV 3201465
21323: Int of FRONT ST  MAIN ST
8.3 0.006 3.00463.761392.310 110 39 / 12 24 0 0 221 1
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3107153 21051: Int of INDUSTRY RD  W MILLS RD
21052: Int of FEDERAL ROW  W MILLS RD
60.0 0.007 1.19378.40451.242 220 168 / 81 10 0 2 42 2
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
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21038 Int of CHESTERVILLE RD  DEPOT ST  FRANKLIN RD 60.0 1.736 4.350.441.921 620 41 / 11 10 0 1 41 4
High Crash Locations
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
197399 21383: Int of MILE HILL RD  YORK HILL RD
21384: Int of MILE HILL RD  SWAN RD
21.4 0.012 1.39280.31390.020 030 148 / 51 14 0 0 113 0
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3120778 21084: Int of ANSON VALLEY RD  NEW VINEYARD RD
21696: Int of LAND FILL RD  NEW VINEYARD RD
22.2 0.009 1.13301.68341.190 300 174 / 111 9 0 0 70 2
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3944300 20988: TL   Phillips  Salem Twp
20990: Int of FISH HATCHERY RD  SALEM RD
44.4 0.008 1.03373.42384.330 301 184 / 131 9 1 0 50 3
High Crash Locations
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3942423 21363: TL   Sandy River Plt  Township E
21406: Int of MAIN ST  RAYMOND RD
31.6 0.024 1.11241.23266.603 230 176 / 121 19 0 2 133 1
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3107282 21343: Non Int FARMINGTON RD
21344: Int of FARMINGTON RD  S MAIN ST
17.6 0.011 1.78285.06508.810 300 110 / 31 17 0 0 140 3
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3096585 21102: TL   Carrabassett Valley  Wyman Twp
21103: Non-Int CARRABASSET DR
0.0 0.007 1.14314.36358.550 000 173 / 101 8 0 0 80 0
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
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23478 Int of MAIN ST  MOUNT DESERT ST 11.1 3.320 2.420.370.900 100 135 / 51 9 0 0 80 1
P23942 Int of EAGLE LAKE RD  EDEN ST  KEBO ST  MOUNT
DESERT ST
12.5 3.298 2.290.350.810 100 144 / 61 8 0 0 70 1
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
199713 23325: Int of CROOKED RD  LAKE WOOD POND RD
23327: Int of CROOKED RD, OLD NORWAY DR
14.3 0.005 1.74502.68875.620 200 114 / 41 14 0 0 120 2
3139356 63090: Int of STATE HWY 3  STONY BROOK WY
23969: Int of NORWAY DR  STATE HWY 3
11.1 0.009 1.09298.40326.201 000 178 / 231 9 0 1 80 0
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
200011 23593: Int of MOUNTAIN RD  PLEASANT ST
23594: Int of PLEASANT ST, RANGE RD
37.5 0.007 1.04388.63402.880 130 183 / 261 8 0 0 52 1
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
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23839 Int of MAIN ST  ROUTE 1 0.0 5.820 1.800.290.520 000 177 / 81 9 0 0 90 0
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
199050 36575: TL - Bucksport, Orrington
24146: Int of BUCKS MILLS RD, DRESSER RD
50.0 0.004 1.32552.27730.671 310 155 / 141 8 0 1 40 3
3107801 23935: RRX 365438  RIVER RD
23936: Int of MCKINNON RD  RIVER RD
33.3 0.012 1.17278.86326.910 600 170 / 211 12 0 0 80 4
3107802 23937: Non-Int RIVER RD
23938: Int of RIVER RD  TOWN FARM RD
10.0 0.018 1.48257.09379.620 110 139 / 71 20 0 0 181 1
3107821 24039: Int of RIVER RD  WILLINS ORCHARD RD
24119: Int of KENNEY DR  RIVER RD
10.0 0.009 1.22298.99365.410 020 165 / 191 10 0 0 91 0
3120811 23936: Int of MCKINNON RD  RIVER RD
24039: Int of RIVER RD  WILLINS ORCHARD RD
0.0 0.007 1.17317.17371.620 000 170 / 211 8 0 0 80 0
3139249 23940: Int of MILLVALE RD  RIVER RD
39646: TL   Bucksport  Orrington
21.4 0.017 1.08260.01279.830 210 179 / 241 14 0 0 111 2
3940961 23938: Int of RIVER RD  TOWN FARM RD
23940: Int of MILLVALE RD  RIVER RD
17.1 0.054 1.04207.25215.740 510 183 / 261 35 0 0 291 5
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3943523 23571: Int of CASTINE RD  THE SHORE RD
23790: Int of CASTINE RD  DUNBAR RD
17.6 0.010 1.45401.60583.790 211 142 / 81 17 1 0 141 1
3944282 23369: Int of MILL LN  THE SHORE RD
23572: TL   Castine  Penobscot
7.7 0.013 1.01332.85336.890 120 186 / 281 13 0 0 121 0
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
2512169 24015: Int of LILY RD, MAIN RD
24062: Int of LILY RD  MAIN RD
44.4 0.004 1.35534.167201 204 152 / 121 9 2 0 50 2
2743162 22971: Int of BALD MOUNTAIN RD, MILL RD, UPPER
DEDHAM RD
24371: Int of MURRAY RD, UPPER DEDHAM RD
22.2 0.004 1.29526.05677.170 020 158 / 161 9 0 0 72 0
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
198209 22230: Int of SUNSET RD  SUNSET X RD
23417: Int of S DEER ISLE RD  SUNSET X RD
10.0 0.003 1.89577.821090.740 010 100 / 21 10 0 0 91 0
3941410 23430: Int of HARDYS HILL RD  N DEER ISLE RD
23432: Int of LITTLE DEER ISLE RD  WEED POINT RD
30.8 0.012 1.17339.29395.491 120 170 / 211 14 0 1 92 1
3941967 23415: TL   Deer Isle  Stonington
23417: Int of S DEER ISLE RD  SUNSET X RD
33.3 0.008 1.05375.54393.503 210 182 / 251 9 0 1 61 1
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
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23138 Int of FOSTER ST  WATER ST 44.4 2.775 2.610.411.080 410 123 / 42 9 0 0 51 3
23871 Int of BUCKSPORT RD  MAIN ST  SURRY RD 47.1 5.609 3.090.331.010 1100 88 / 32 17 0 0 90 8
23884 Int of HIGH ST  WASHINGTON ST 15.4 10.186 1.510.280.430 200 198 / 102 13 0 0 110 2
23885 Int of FOSTER ST  HIGH ST 52.9 12.053 1.740.270.470 750 181 / 92 17 0 0 84 5
23989 Int of BEECHLAND RD  BUTTERMILK RD  HIGH ST 21.1 3.396 1.391.341.870 410 207 / 119 19 0 0 151 3
23990 Int of HIGH ST  SHORT ST 10.0 4.300 1.990.390.780 110 163 / 72 10 0 0 91 0
23997 Int of FORREST AV  STATE ST 12.5 7.995 1.120.300.330 010 230 / 122 8 0 0 71 0
24260 Int of HIGH ST  KINGSLAND CRSG  MYRICK ST 26.7 0.028 82.062.21181.440 310 1 / 19 15 0 0 111 3
65873 Int of ENT TO WALMART  HOME DEPOT KINGSLAND Z
RD  MYRICK ST
11.8 0.209 10.232.6527.170 110 2 / 29 17 0 0 151 1
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3107536 23144: Int of SPRUCE ST  WATER ST
23874: Int of MAIN ST  STATE ST  WATER ST
25.0 0.003 2.01482.77968.030 300 92 / 12 8 0 0 60 2
3107720 23788: Int of RIVERSIDE LN  SURRY RD
24113: Int of HILLSIDE DR  SURRY RD
26.3 0.015 1.30318.39412.950 430 157 / 152 19 0 0 143 2
3117407 23888: Int of DOWNEAST HWY  US 1 SB
23889: Int of DOWNEAST HWY  SHORT ST
27.3 0.013 1.43382.44547.480 830 144 / 102 22 0 0 162 4
3938024 23989: Int of BEECHLAND RD  BUTTERMILK RD  HIGH
ST
67683: Non Int HIGH ST
22.2 0.007 1.34319.09428.280 110 153 / 131 9 0 0 71 1
3939725 23627: TL   Ellsworth  Surry
23788: Int of RIVERSIDE LN  SURRY RD
25.0 0.022 1.04296.90309.361 530 183 / 262 20 0 1 151 3
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3107685 23714: Int of FRANKLIN RD  INV 0900501 RD
23715: TL   Franklin  Hancock
20.0 0.010 1.38349.16480.910 220 149 / 111 15 0 0 122 1
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3107355 21966: Int of PARTRIDGE COVE RD  WALKER RD
21968: Int of MUD CREEK RD  PARTRIDGE COVE RD
PINKHAM FLTS
25.0 0.004 1.44509.65734.740 020 143 / 91 8 0 0 62 0
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3117989 22122: Int of MARIAVILLE RD  MORRISON FARM RD
22124: Int of MARIAVILLE RD  RIVER RD
0.0 0.004 1.24484.28600.600 000 163 / 171 8 0 0 80 0
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
199059 22867: Int of SOPER RD, UPPER FALLS RD
23847: Int of ACADIA HWY  SCHOOL HOUSE RD
UPPER FALLS RD
33.3 0.011 1.08427.22463.051 221 179 / 241 15 1 0 102 2
3131780 24050: Int of ACADIA HWY, NARRAMISIC DR
24087: Int of ACADIA HWY  CASTINE RD
11.1 0.013 1.03226.99233.880 001 184 / 271 9 1 0 80 0
3942274 23574: TL   Orland  Penobscot
23576: Int of CASTINE RD  GILPIN RD
15.4 0.025 1.18289.82343.321 220 169 / 201 26 0 1 222 1
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3107474 22788: Int of SOUTHERN BAY RD  WESTERN COUNTY
RD
22797: TL   Blue Hill  Penobscot
22.2 0.006 1.16455.47527.650 110 171 / 221 9 0 0 71 1
3107597 23572: TL   Castine  Penobscot
23573: Int of CASTINE RD  NEW RD
27.8 0.012 1.53341.25521.710 520 134 / 61 18 0 0 132 3
High Crash Locations
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3107463 22774: Int of GRAYTOWN RD  MINES RD  ROPE
FERRY RD  SNOWS COVE RD
22775: Int of MINES RD  SEDGWICK RIDGE RD
50.0 0.004 1.81434.42785.480 230 107 / 31 10 0 0 53 2
3107464 22774: Int of GRAYTOWN RD  MINES RD  ROPE
FERRY RD  SNOWS COVE RD
22777: Int of GRAYTOWN RD  SIS PORTER RD
10.0 0.006 1.23449.33554.503 000 164 / 181 10 0 1 90 0
3107468 22777: Int of GRAYTOWN RD  SIS PORTER RD
22779: Int of FRANKS FLAT RD  GRAYTOWN RD
12.5 0.006 1.18458.80543.580 100 169 / 201 9 0 0 70 1
High Crash Locations
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3942524 22279: Int of HARBOR DR  SHORE RD
22281: Int of FLAT IRON RD  HARBOR DR
37.5 0.005 1.38427.12587.960 300 149 / 111 8 0 0 50 3
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3115659 22829: Int of E SIDE DR, MAPLE ST
22812: Int of E SIDE DR, POINT RD, W SIDE DR
18.2 0.005 1.54468.10720.680 120 133 / 51 11 0 0 92 0
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
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26307 Int of CHURCH HILL RD, CONY RD, S BELFAST AV 46.2 2.828 1.101.401.531 410 231 / 309 13 0 1 71 4
26355 Int of NORTHERN AV  TOWNSEND RD 16.7 3.709 2.810.381.080 200 107 / 142 12 0 0 100 2
P27779 Int of MEMORIAL CIR  WESTERN AV 14.1 16.236 9.440.282.670 2010 5 / 22 130 0 0 1101 17
27781 Int of MEMORIAL DR  SWAN ST 36.4 8.697 1.290.330.420 310 215 / 292 11 0 0 71 3
P27783 Int of BANGOR ST  CONY CIR  CONY ST 7.5 15.884 9.830.282.790 1010 3 / 12 133 0 0 1231 9
27790 Int of BANGOR ST  FOWLER ST 20.0 6.887 1.400.350.480 200 206 / 282 10 0 0 80 2
27986 Int of BOND ST  NORTHERN AV  WATER ST 23.1 5.230 2.410.370.890 210 136 / 182 14 0 0 101 2
27995 Int of BOND ST  BOOTHBY ST  MOUNT VERNON AV
STATE ST
18.8 5.396 2.690.370.990 400 117 / 162 16 0 0 130 3
28048 Int of CIVIC CENTER DR  SUMMERHAVEN RD 25.0 4.272 1.600.390.620 200 191 / 262 8 0 0 60 2
28284 Int of RAMP OFF TO WESTERN AV  WESTERN AV 19.1 5.390 9.350.312.910 820 7 / 32 47 0 0 382 7
28783 Int of RAMP OFF TO WESTERN AV  RAMP ON 13.3 4.563 3.380.321.100 200 77 / 82 15 0 0 130 2
28784 Int of RAMP OFF  WESTERN AV 9.5 4.164 5.060.331.680 300 30 / 52 21 0 0 190 2
28787 Int of RAMP OFF TO WESTERN AV  WESTERN AV 37.5 4.668 1.770.320.570 300 179 / 242 8 0 0 50 3
28792 Int of CIVIC CENTER DR  RAMP OFF TO CIVIC
CENTER DR
38.5 7.726 1.980.280.560 430 164 / 222 13 0 0 82 3
28909 Int of RAMP OFF TO WESTERN AV  RAMP ON FROM
WESTERN AV
50.0 3.464 2.210.350.770 410 148 / 192 8 0 0 41 3
P59858 Int of ALFOND CONNECTOR  RIVERSIDE DR 44.1 9.784 1.061.091.161 2620 235 / 329 34 0 1 190 14
P68919 Int of ALFOND CONNECTOR  BONEFANT
ROUNDABOUT  OLD BELGRADE RD
25.0 6.313 2.660.320.840 310 119 / 172 16 0 0 121 3
P68921 Int of ALFOND CONNECTOR  ALFOND ROUNDABOUT 13.6 7.177 3.330.311.020 120 78 / 92 22 0 0 192 1
70632 Int of ENT TO MARKETPLACE DR  TOWNSEND RD 27.3 4.978 2.070.360.740 300 157 / 212 11 0 0 80 3
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
203845 26489: Int of EASTERN AV, LAMBARD RD
27970: Int of EASTERN AV  PENLEY ST
28.6 0.011 1.09401.66437.513 120 178 / 372 14 0 1 102 1
3108359 26684: Int of COMMERCIAL ST, WATER ST
27985: Int of LAUREL ST  WATER ST
12.5 0.005 2.24481.191078.691 100 78 / 92 16 0 1 140 1
3117020 66088: Non Int N BELFAST AV
66144: Non Int N BELFAST AV
28.6 0.020 1.12203.72227.740 330 175 / 361 14 0 0 102 2
3117038 25050: Int of HAYDEN RD  N BELFAST AV
27938: Int of N BELFAST AV  WEEKS MILLS RD
41.7 0.014 1.32224.16295.850 610 155 / 241 12 0 0 71 4
3120888 27916: Int of MEADOW RD  ORCHARD ST  WESTERN
AV
27919: Int of ARMORY ST  ENT ARMORY  WESTERN
AV
17.6 0.014 1.09380.77414.360 600 178 / 372 17 0 0 140 3
3131838 26425: Int of E CRESCENT ST, MEMORIAL DR
27781: Int of MEMORIAL DR  SWAN ST
36.4 0.005 1.50477.22717.160 130 137 / 202 11 0 0 73 1
3131842 26596: Int of BANGOR ST, LINDEN ST
27789: Int of BANGOR ST  BANGOR STREET PL
10.0 0.006 1.18455.62539.220 100 169 / 322 10 0 0 90 1
3945002 27908: Int of WESTERN AV  WOODSIDE RD
70894: Non Int WESTERN AV
50.0 0.005 1.04469.49488.040 401 183 / 402 8 1 0 40 3
3945118 27909: Int of BRANN AV  WESTERN AV
70894: Non Int WESTERN AV
33.3 0.003 1.96559.491098.090 500 96 / 112 9 0 0 60 3
4033538 71029: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 95
28790: Non Int I 95
20.0 0.029 1.55146.53226.960 130 132 / 172 20 0 0 163 1
4046363 26399: Int of CIVIC CENTER DR  DARIN DR
67667: Int of CIVIC CENTER DR  RAMP ON FROM
CIVIC CENTER DR
43.8 0.008 1.50424.11636.530 370 137 / 202 16 0 0 94 3
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
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27611 Int of BENTON AV  BRIDGE ST  NECK RD  RIVER RD 36.8 4.807 1.061.251.321 630 235 / 329 19 0 1 122 4
High Crash Locations
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3108549 27617: Int of HANSCOMB RD  MONK RD  UNITY RD
27618: TL   Benton  Unity Twp
29.4 0.018 1.04311.60323.510 411 183 / 401 17 1 0 121 3
High Crash Locations
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3108484 27473: TL   Chelsea  Randolph
27474: Int of CHENEY RD  RIVER RD
38.9 0.018 1.06308.63326.931 630 181 / 391 18 0 1 111 5
High Crash Locations
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3117040 27951: Int of BRANCH MILLS RD, ROUTE 3 RD
48653: TL   China  Palermo
23.1 0.015 1.30217.52282.050 320 157 / 251 13 0 0 101 2
High Crash Locations
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3115682 27183: Int of CANAAN RD  HINCKLEY RD
27192: Int of CANAAN RD  GUSTAFSON RD
20.0 0.007 1.18377.58447.170 300 169 / 321 10 0 0 80 2
3965628 28879: TL   Benton  Clinton
71065: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 95 SB
38.5 0.021 1.52136.72208.394 210 135 / 181 13 0 3 80 2
High Crash Locations
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2667257 27743: Int of BOWMAN ST, MAINE AV
28235: Int of HILL ST, MAINE AV
36.4 0.012 1.08279.01300.351 600 179 / 381 11 0 1 70 3
3119400 27742: Int of MAINE AV  SHELDON ST
28063: Int of GRANT ST  MAINE AV
18.2 0.011 1.20288.83348.010 110 167 / 301 11 0 0 91 1
High Crash Locations
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27739 Int of BRIDGE ST  MAINE AV  STATE HWY 27 30.6 10.004 1.101.091.200 1200 231 / 309 36 0 0 250 11
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27760 Int of WATER ST, WINTHROP ST 22.2 6.097 1.630.300.490 200 188 / 251 9 0 0 70 2
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3119402 27760: Int of WATER ST, WINTHROP ST
28067: Int of DUMMERS LN  WATER ST
22.2 0.003 2.68405.461088.490 210 50 / 61 9 0 0 71 1
3139545 27756: Int of TEMPLE ST  WATER ST
27757: Int of ACADEMY ST  WATER ST
50.0 0.003 2.66389.751038.110 800 52 / 71 10 0 0 50 5
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 122 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3129341 24380: Int of MAXWELL RD, RICHMOND RD
27491: Int of RICHMOND RD  WENTZELL RD
66.7 0.004 1.86455.13847.450 800 103 / 131 9 0 0 30 6
3946655 71005: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 95
28917: TL   Litchfield  Sabattus
10.0 0.060 1.03108.29111.031 100 184 / 411 20 0 1 180 1
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 123 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3108742 28633: Int of OLD WINTHROP RD  WESTERN AV
28763: Int of GRANITE HILL RD  WESTERN AV
15.4 0.011 1.46284.32414.410 300 141 / 221 14 0 0 110 2
3115993 27903: Int of POND RD  READFIELD RD  WESTERN AV
63301: Int of READFIELD RD  WESTERN AV
33.3 0.004 2.80371.971040.440 310 47 / 51 12 0 0 81 3
3131794 24865: Int of PUDDLEDOCK RD, WESTERN AV
28763: Int of GRANITE HILL RD  WESTERN AV
37.5 0.007 1.15315.03361.640 300 172 / 351 8 0 0 50 3
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 124 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Node Description

















27880 Int of BLUE RD  BOG RD  US ROUTE 202 36.4 2.580 3.780.381.422 310 57 / 61 11 0 2 71 1
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 125 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3118040 26336: Int of CENTER ST  MAIN ST
26337: Int of MAIN ST  W PLEASANT ST
37.5 0.003 1.96483.01947.790 300 96 / 111 8 0 0 50 3
3939575 27429: Int of PLEASANT ST  W PLEASANT ST
27431: Int of HIGH ST  OAK ST  PLEASANT ST
14.3 0.006 1.19406.66483.940 100 168 / 311 8 0 0 60 1
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 126 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3107897 24780: Int of JEWETT RD, WHITEFIELD RD
24787: Int of N BEECH HILL RD  WHITEFIELD RD
37.5 0.007 1.00383.61381.950 300 187 / 431 8 0 0 50 3
3108262 26288: Int of E PITTSTON RD  PARKER RD
26289: Int of E PITTSTON RD  LANCASTER RD
PEASLEE RD
27.3 0.006 1.47392.69577.910 410 140 / 211 11 0 0 81 2
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 127 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Node Description

















P27466 Int of WATER ST  WINDSOR ST 7.7 6.702 2.200.290.650 100 149 / 201 13 0 0 120 1
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 128 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3120869 27464: Int of KINDERHOOK ST, WATER ST
27465: Int of ELM ST  WATER ST
33.3 0.008 1.64309.86507.400 500 124 / 151 12 0 0 80 4
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 129 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3120845 26262: Int of GORDEN RD, SCRIBNER HILL RD
27672: Int of GORDEN RD  MAIN ST
33.3 0.005 1.33477.09636.530 050 154 / 231 9 0 0 63 0
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 130 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3108708 28019: Int of AUGUSTA RD  ROME RD
28020: Int of AUGUSTA RD  WATSON POND RD
25.0 0.013 1.09273.17298.910 300 178 / 371 12 0 0 90 3
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 131 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3118039 26324: Int of BARTLETT RD, POND RD
26325: Int of GOODHUE RD  HOSTA LN  POND RD
10.0 0.007 1.21379.86458.460 100 166 / 291 10 0 0 90 1
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 132 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
202630 25642: Int of BOG RD, WEBBER POND RD
27814: Int of BOG RD  RIVERSIDE DR
11.8 0.008 1.56457.85716.090 012 131 / 161 17 1 0 151 0
3121469 27386: TL   China  Vassalboro
27387: Int of MAIN ST  NELSON RD
12.5 0.005 1.23411.51507.380 100 164 / 281 8 0 0 70 1
3124107 27942: Int of LEGION PARK RD, N BELFAST AV,
STONE RD
28054: Int of N BELFAST AV  THREE MILE POND RD
18.2 0.007 1.94261.77507.980 310 97 / 121 11 0 0 91 1
3129857 25650: Int of OAK GROVE RD  TABER HILL RD
27817: Int of OAK GROVE RD  RIVERSIDE DR
37.5 0.006 1.04456.38472.840 030 183 / 401 8 0 0 53 0
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 133 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Node Description

















25712 Int of CHASE AV  FIRST RANGEWAY  SISTERS CT
WESTERN AV
9.1 2.665 3.290.421.380 010 80 / 102 11 0 0 101 0
25750 1102466 WAT,DRUMMOND AVE,HIGH ST. 87.5 0.881 5.570.543.034 600 25 / 42 8 0 2 10 5
25753 Int of ARMORY RD  DRUMMOND AV  HAZELWOOD AV 30.8 3.750 3.020.381.160 320 94 / 132 13 0 0 91 3
27340 Non Int FRONT ST 27.3 2.737 3.060.441.340 300 91 / 122 11 0 0 80 3
27402 Int of MAIN ST, NORTH ST 44.4 4.204 1.820.390.711 150 175 / 232 9 0 1 52 1
27851 Int of COLLEGE AV  ELM ST  MAIN ST 21.1 4.718 1.071.251.340 400 234 / 319 19 0 0 150 4
28028 Int of AIRPORT RD  KENNEDY MEMORIAL DR 39.1 8.429 2.770.330.911 810 110 / 152 23 0 1 141 7
28031 Int of CARVER ST  KENNEDY MEMORIAL DR 36.4 7.725 1.410.340.470 310 205 / 272 11 0 0 71 3
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 134 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
205693 28028: Int of AIRPORT RD  KENNEDY MEMORIAL DR
28479: Int of ENT TO CINEMA  ENT TO SHAWS
KENNEDY MEMORIAL DR
18.9 0.033 1.17322.89377.140 430 170 / 332 37 0 0 303 4
3108323 26370: Int of TRAFTON RD  W RIVER RD
28180: Int of THOMAS DR  W RIVER RD
33.3 0.007 1.51384.925811 210 136 / 191 12 0 1 81 2
3108332 26382: Int of APPLETON ST  ELM ST  PARK ST
28601: Int of ELM ST  ELM TERR
11.8 0.003 3.75561.842108.020 320 24 / 12 17 0 0 151 1
3108391 27040: Int of JEFFERSON ST  KENNEDY MEMORIAL
DR
28765: Int of KENNEDY MEMORIAL DR  WASHINGTON
ST  WASHINGTON STREET EXT
30.8 0.013 1.76386.66681.480 900 112 / 142 26 0 0 180 8
3108402 27149: Int of HATHAWAY ST  MAIN ST
27850: Int of APPLETON ST  MAIN ST
20.0 0.002 3.04608.161851.730 110 38 / 42 11 0 0 81 1
3108465 27415: Int of HIGH ST, MAIN ST
27416: Int of ARMORY RD  ENT TO ELM PLAZA  MAIN
ST
27.3 0.025 1.32339.34446.683 810 155 / 242 33 0 3 241 5
3120860 27143: Int of COMMON ST  MAIN ST
27847: Int of MAIN ST  SILVER ST
0.0 0.001 3.58688.592465.630 000 26 / 22 9 0 0 80 0
3131886 28032: Int of BRIGHAM ST  KENNEDY MEMORIAL DR
28033: Int of KENNEDY MEMORIAL DR  NELSON ST
44.4 0.003 1.94556.871078.350 500 97 / 122 9 0 0 50 4
3937856 28869: BRG 1459  I 95 SB over COUNTY ROAD MCRR
28871: Int of I 95 SB  I 95
0.0 0.012 1.19179.53214.500 000 168 / 312 8 0 0 80 0
3939914 27835: Int of FRONT ST  TEMPLE ST
27834: Int of COMMON ST  FRONT ST
20.0 0.003 2.11553.501170.370 110 86 / 102 10 0 0 81 1
3944065 27143: Int of COMMON ST  MAIN ST
27849: Int of CONCOURSE  MAIN ST  TEMPLE ST
7.7 0.002 3.49601.412096.070 010 29 / 32 13 0 0 121 0
3947085 28859: TL   Sidney  Waterville
71046: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 95 SB
27.3 0.054 1.23110.60135.821 410 164 / 281 22 0 1 161 4
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 135 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3967208 28894: TL   Gardiner  West Gardiner
71212: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 295 NB
25.0 0.018 1.04141.49147.730 200 183 / 401 8 0 0 60 2
3967209 71212: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 295 NB
28895: Int of I 295 NB  RAMP OFF TO ROUTE 9   126
22.2 0.018 1.16140.73162.580 110 171 / 341 9 0 0 71 1
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 136 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Node Description

















27957 Int of AUGUSTA ROCKLAND RD  HUNTS MEADOW RD
RIDGE RD
12.5 3.482 2.200.350.771 000 149 / 201 8 0 1 70 0
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 137 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Node Description

















P27831 Int of BAY ST  BENTON AV  BRIDGE ST  CLINTON AV 7.1 7.675 1.101.141.260 300 231 / 309 29 0 0 260 2
28712 Int of AUGUSTA RD  CARTER MEMORIAL DR 38.1 6.130 3.210.361.141 1100 85 / 112 21 0 1 130 7
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 138 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3116872 65909: Non Int ALBION RD
25814: Int of ALBION RD  EAMES RD
22.2 0.005 1.29471.31606.120 200 158 / 261 9 0 0 70 2
3944361 27829: Int of BAY ST  HALIFAX ST  J S OIL Z
64950: Non Int BAY ST
17.4 0.023 1.01343.28345.970 310 186 / 422 24 0 0 191 3
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 139 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Node Description

















P28703 Int of MAIN ST  US 202 23.8 6.405 3.670.301.090 440 63 / 71 21 0 0 162 3
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 140 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3415855 25339: Int of MAIN ST  PECK FARM RD
28743: Non Int MAIN ST
66.7 0.003 2.25486.351094.961 430 77 / 81 9 0 1 33 2
3943572 26255: TL   Monmouth  Winthrop
26257: Int of NARROWS POND RD  WINTHROP
CENTER RD
36.4 0.007 1.24437.00543.420 310 163 / 271 11 0 0 71 3
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 141 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
206734 29214: Int of MAIN ST  TANNERY LN
30970: Int of BAYVIEW ST  ELM ST  MAIN ST
MECHANIC ST
0.0 0.003 3.12319.14994.990 000 36 / 11 10 0 0 90 0
3131934 30570: Int of ELM ST  WOOD ST
30571: Int of ELM ST  WASHINGTON ST
12.5 0.003 2.53320.67810.960 100 61 / 31 8 0 0 70 1
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 142 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
207139 29524: 1301488 S GEO,WALLASTON RD,TURKEY
COVE
29527: Int of TAYLORS POINT RD  WALLASTON RD
12.5 0.001 2.65702.491859.210 020 53 / 21 8 0 0 71 0
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 143 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3109034 30384: TL   Saint George  South Thomaston
30385: Int of ST GEORGE RD  WESTBROOK ST
29.6 0.033 1.00276.53276.122 740 187 / 51 27 0 2 192 4
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 144 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Node Description

















30489 Int of DEXTER ST  DEXTER ST EXT  NEW COUNTY RD 44.0 5.807 1.191.201.440 990 223 / 49 25 0 0 145 6
69122 Int of ENT TO WALMART  NEW COUNTY RD 60.0 5.280 1.031.221.260 1150 238 / 59 20 0 0 85 7
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 145 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Node Description

















30611 Int of BARRETT HILL RD  HEALD HWY  S UNION RD 12.5 3.153 2.370.360.850 100 140 / 31 8 0 0 70 1
30612 Int of HEALD HWY  SENNEBEC RD  TOWN HOUSE RD 12.5 3.097 2.400.360.860 100 137 / 21 8 0 0 70 1
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 146 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Node Description

















30389 Int of CAMDEN RD  WESTERN RD 44.4 2.826 2.890.371.061 510 103 / 11 9 0 1 50 3
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 147 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3119425 29695: Int of RIDGE RD  WESTERN RD
29696: TL   Union  Warren
33.3 0.003 1.75523.59918.340 210 113 / 41 9 0 0 61 2
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 148 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Node Description

















32344 Int of BOOTHBAY RD  ROUTE 1 16.7 5.582 3.720.291.071 500 61 / 11 18 0 1 150 2
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 149 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3109495 32253: Int of E POND RD  HODGKINS HILL RD
WALDOBORO RD
32254: Int of WALDOBORO RD  WASHINGTON RD
27.3 0.008 1.25372.83466.650 800 162 / 21 11 0 0 80 3
3141708 66677: Non Int AUGUSTA RD
32257: Int of AUGUSTA RD  N MOUNTAIN RD  S
MOUNTAIN RD
25.0 0.011 1.07346.53372.180 400 180 / 51 12 0 0 90 3
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 150 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Node Description

















32352 Int of MAIN ST  ROUTE 1  US 1B 20.0 5.384 2.120.290.620 200 154 / 31 10 0 0 80 2
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 151 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3109571 32400: Int of ACADEMY HL  POND RD
32401: Int of POND RD  W HAMLET RD
22.2 0.008 1.05375.48393.260 200 182 / 61 9 0 0 70 2
3937960 32349: Int of ROUTE 1  SNEAD SPUR
32351: Int of HOPKINS HILL RD  ROUTE 1
27.3 0.015 1.11218.34242.581 110 176 / 31 11 0 1 81 1
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 152 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3942433 32131: TL   Friendship  Waldoboro
32143: Int of FRIENDSHIP RD  PITCHER RD
62.5 0.006 1.09394.92430.060 320 178 / 41 8 0 0 32 3
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 153 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Node Description

















32332 Int of BATH RD  GARDINER RD  MAIN ST 14.3 7.603 2.300.270.610 200 143 / 21 14 0 0 120 2
32338 Int of FEDERAL ST  FORT HILL ST  MAIN ST 30.0 6.226 1.910.280.540 700 169 / 41 10 0 0 70 3
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 154 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3109516 32295: Int of ALNA RD  OLD SHEEPSCOT RD
32296: Int of ALNA RD  BLAGDON RIDGE RD
44.4 0.006 1.29401.23515.820 500 158 / 11 9 0 0 50 4
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 155 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Node Description

















35786 Int of MAYVILLE RD  PARKWAY 25.0 3.611 2.280.320.740 110 145 / 31 8 0 0 61 1
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 156 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3110212 35312: Int of CANTON POINT RD  COMMON RD
35313: Int of CANTON POINT RD, COOLIDGE RD
21.4 0.012 1.16338.95393.680 300 171 / 61 14 0 0 110 3
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 157 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3110055 35020: Non Int BRIDGTON RD
35021: Int of BRIDGTON RD  STANLEY HILL RD
18.2 0.014 1.19222.83264.460 110 168 / 51 11 0 0 91 1
3939732 35019: Int of BATTLEGROUND RD  BRIDGTON RD
MENOTOMY RD
66575: Int of BRIDGTON RD  LOVEWELL POND RD
12.5 0.026 1.06193.30204.221 200 181 / 91 16 0 1 140 1
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 158 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Node Description

















35169 Int of RAILROAD ST  RIVER RD 12.5 4.711 1.880.300.570 100 171 / 61 8 0 0 70 1
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 159 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3116779 35166: Int of DEAD RIVER Z  MAIN ST  ROXBURY RD
35167: Int of MAIN ST  MITCHELL ST
54.5 0.007 2.05266.64545.950 430 90 / 11 11 0 0 52 4
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 160 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Node Description

















35048 Int of MAIN ST  MECHANIC FALLS RD 22.2 5.025 2.010.300.600 110 162 / 41 9 0 0 71 1
35051 Int of MAIN ST  SKEETFIELD RD 36.4 4.992 2.470.300.730 540 131 / 21 11 0 0 73 1
35053 Int of MAIN ST  OXFORD ST 50.0 5.914 1.980.280.561 700 164 / 51 10 0 1 50 4
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 161 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3110071 35051: Int of MAIN ST  SKEETFIELD RD
35590: Int of INDUSTRIAL DR  MAIN ST
35.7 0.020 1.16205.86238.690 520 171 / 61 14 0 0 92 3
3944099 35054: Int of MAIN ST  POTTLE RD
35055: Int of COLD WATER BROOK RD  HANNAFORD
MAIN ST
50.0 0.014 1.07222.13237.250 510 180 / 81 10 0 0 51 4
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 162 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Node Description

















34700 Int of E MAIN ST  HILL ST 11.1 3.010 2.600.3810 110 124 / 11 9 0 0 81 0
P35263 Non Int MARKET SQ 10.0 6.783 1.790.270.490 010 178 / 81 10 0 0 91 0
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 163 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3110082 35067: Int of MAIN ST  OAK AV
35068: Int of MAIN ST  PINE ST
20.0 0.008 1.66256.23424.540 200 122 / 21 10 0 0 80 2
3937841 35064: Int of CHARLES ST  MAIN ST
35066: Int of GARY ST  MAIN ST
33.3 0.025 1.62194.52315.580 910 126 / 31 24 0 0 161 7
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
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3130629 34996: Non Int OSSIPEE TRL
34997: Int of BICKFORD POND  CROSS RD  OSSIPEE
TRL
33.3 0.013 1.11274.50305.310 310 176 / 71 12 0 0 81 3
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35148 Int of BRIDGE ST  FRANKLIN ST 37.5 4.200 1.800.350.630 130 177 / 72 8 0 0 52 1
35159 Int of LINCOLN AV  WALDO ST 25.0 3.967 1.880.360.671 100 171 / 62 8 0 1 60 1
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3943701 32723: Int of BIG ROCK RD  S RUMFORD RD
32731: Int of HALL HILL RD  S RUMFORD RD
16.7 0.012 1.35386.79521.840 410 152 / 41 18 0 0 151 2
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3110098 35082: Int of BETHEL RD  N PARIS RD
35083: TL   West Paris  Woodstock
25.0 0.018 1.05209.41220.720 300 182 / 101 12 0 0 90 3
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3121016 36235: TL   Alton  Hudson
36735: Non Int HUDSON RD
36.4 0.009 1.15363.41418.970 130 172 / 561 11 0 0 73 1
3966443 71139: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 95
41215: TL   Alton  Argyle Twp
30.8 0.027 1.26129.00162.990 500 161 / 471 13 0 0 90 4
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3966464 41326: TL   Alton  Argyle Twp
71142: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 95 SB
33.3 0.045 1.16114.88133.622 440 171 / 551 18 0 2 121 3
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38876 Int of FOURTEENTH ST  UNION ST 31.8 5.193 1.151.231.411 640 227 / 399 22 0 1 152 4
38882 Int of UNION ST, WESTLAND ST 22.2 7.689 1.290.300.390 200 215 / 352 9 0 0 70 2
38884 Int of GRIFFIN RD, UNION ST 39.4 8.747 1.131.111.260 1710 229 / 409 33 0 0 201 12
39000 Int of HOWARD ST  MOUNT HOPE AV 37.5 2.212 2.750.441.210 400 112 / 162 8 0 0 50 3
39021 Int of ESSEX ST, GRANDVIEW AV 45.5 2.543 3.410.421.441 310 75 / 102 11 0 1 61 3
39699 Int of BROADWAY  OAK ST  YORK ST 40.0 5.408 2.800.330.920 800 108 / 152 15 0 0 90 6
39703 Int of BROADWAY  SOMERSET ST 50.0 4.890 2.010.340.680 610 162 / 252 10 0 0 51 4
39710 Int of BROADWAY  CENTER ST CUT  EARLE AV 34.4 7.799 4.690.301.410 1410 36 / 32 33 0 0 211 10
39717 Int of BROADWAY  PUSHAW RD 12.5 5.268 1.370.370.510 100 208 / 322 8 0 0 70 1
39804 Int of EXCHANGE ST  HARLOW ST  STATE ST 14.3 5.412 1.061.221.290 800 235 / 439 21 0 0 180 3
P39818 Int of HANCOCK ST  OTIS ST  STATE ST 25.0 7.279 1.271.151.470 1000 216 / 369 32 0 0 240 8
P40516 Int of BANGORMALL BLVD  HOGAN RD  SPRINGER DR 26.8 10.490 1.211.081.300 1300 221 / 379 41 0 0 300 11
40956 1908516 BAN,LONGVIEW, SPRINGER DR 11.1 1.537 4.300.451.950 100 43 / 71 9 0 0 80 1
41172 Int of I 395 EB  RAMP I 95 NB OFF  I 395 EB ON 25.0 6.829 1.330.290.390 210 211 / 342 8 0 0 61 1
41180 Int of I 95  RAMP ON FROM HAMMOND ST 25.0 8.238 1.160.280.320 110 226 / 382 8 0 0 61 1
41184 Int of I 95  RAMP ON FROM UNION ST 36.4 9.249 1.460.270.400 330 201 / 312 11 0 0 72 2
41188 Int of I 95  RAMP OFF TO BROADWAY   ROUTE 15 50.0 9.249 1.060.270.291 310 235 / 432 8 0 1 41 2
41189 Int of I 95  RAMP ON FROM BROADWAY 25.0 9.169 2.140.270.580 310 152 / 222 16 0 0 121 3
P41194 Int of HOGAN RD  RAMP OFF TO HOGAN RD  RAMP
ON FROM HOGAN RD
35.1 10.478 1.091.081.180 1210 232 / 429 37 0 0 241 12
41283 Int of I 395 EB  RAMP I 95 SB OFF  I 395 EB   ROUTE 15
ON
25.0 6.435 4.880.301.450 900 33 / 22 28 0 0 210 7
41287 Int of I 95 SB  RAMP I 395 WB OFF  I 95 SB ON 24.0 8.453 3.550.280.990 620 67 / 92 25 0 0 191 5
41298 Int of I 95 SB  RAMP ON FROM BROADWAY 33.3 9.395 1.570.270.430 400 194 / 292 12 0 0 80 4
P41408 Int of FARM RD  MAIN ST 37.5 4.672 1.500.380.570 410 199 / 302 8 0 0 51 2
41472 Int of GRIFFIN RD  OHIO ST 31.8 7.852 1.641.141.870 2210 187 / 289 44 0 0 301 13
41578 Int of BROADWAY  BURLEIGH RD  GRIFFIN RD 40.0 7.626 1.721.141.970 3010 183 / 279 45 0 0 271 17
P41600 Int of HAMMOND ST  I 395 EB  I 395 WB  ODLIN RD 33.3 11.220 1.001.071.070 1420 241 / 449 36 0 0 241 11
41722 Int of I 395 WB  RAMP I 95 SB OFF  I 395 WB ON 5.6 3.796 4.640.341.580 100 37 / 42 18 0 0 170 1
41734 Int of RAMP OFF  RAMP OFF TO UNION ST  RAMP ON 33.3 2.456 3.210.381.220 400 85 / 112 9 0 0 60 3
59162 Int of I 95 SB  RAMP ON FROM STILLWATER AV 23.1 9.180 1.740.270.470 400 181 / 262 13 0 0 100 3
59163 Int of KOHLS TEXAS ROADHOUSE Z RD  RAMP OFF
TO STILLWATER AV  RAMP ON FROM STILL
37.5 10.925 1.361.071.460 1950 209 / 339 48 0 0 303 15
60565 Int of HOGAN RD  RAMP OFF I95 41.7 4.712 2.640.320.850 500 121 / 192 12 0 0 70 5
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63350 Int of HAMMOND ST  RD INV 3201504 8.3 3.738 2.650.401.070 100 120 / 182 12 0 0 110 1
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215730 36680: Int of CHURCH RD, ESSEX ST
40959: Int of ESSEX ST, FOX HOLLOW ST
31.3 0.008 1.49459.47684.430 140 138 / 311 16 0 0 114 1
219186 39016: Int of ESSEX ST  STILLWATER AV
39017: Int of ESSEX ST  GARLAND ST
30.0 0.004 1.01832.23838.882 200 186 / 682 10 0 1 70 2
219195 39028: Int of FRANKLIN ST  HARLOW ST
39801: Int of FRANKLIN ST  HAMMOND ST
12.5 0.003 1.32905.321191.820 100 155 / 422 10 0 0 70 1
2419591 36679: Int of CHURCH RD  PUSHAW RD
61943: Int of CHURCH RD, SKYLINE DR
22.2 0.001 3.60748.902694.811 110 25 / 11 9 0 1 70 1
2420624 62077: Int of CHESTNUT TRL, ESSEX ST
41579: Int of BURLEIGH RD  ESSEX ST
6.3 0.008 1.41451.68635.050 100 146 / 381 16 0 0 150 1
2748397 64525: Int of RD INV 3201748  SPRINGER DR
40658: Non-Int SPRINGER DR
13.0 0.005 2.85502.121431.881 300 45 / 61 23 0 1 200 2
2765778 65061: Int of ENT TO HANNAFORD  PENN PLAZA Z RD
STILLWATER AV
40665: Non Int STILLWATER AV
36.4 0.007 1.40383.56538.200 410 147 / 392 11 0 0 71 3
3110814 39027: Int of CENTER ST  CENTRAL ST  HARLOW ST
39802: Int of CENTRAL ST  HAMMOND ST  MAIN ST
0.0 0.004 1.88499.25937.680 000 101 / 182 12 0 0 110 0
3114976 59161: Int of I 95  RAMP OFF TO STILLWATER AV
59166: Non Int RAMP OFF TO STILLWATER AV
62.5 0.013 1.17178.41209.180 410 170 / 542 8 0 0 31 4
3116004 39027: Int of CENTER ST  CENTRAL ST  HARLOW ST
63331: Int of HARLOW ST  RD INV 3201491
12.5 0.003 1.68551.62924.040 100 120 / 252 8 0 0 70 1
3116248 64031: Int of ENT TO BURGER KING  UNION ST
41554: Int of ENT TO MACDONAL  GODFREY BLVD
UNION ST
23.1 0.012 1.00369.52368.390 300 187 / 692 13 0 0 100 3
3116281 36684: Int of HOGAN RD  STILLWATER AV
64273: Int of ENT TO LAMBS BOOKS  MINI MALL ENT
STILLWATER AV
11.8 0.011 1.55345.37533.950 600 132 / 292 17 0 0 150 2
3116421 64273: Int of ENT TO LAMBS BOOKS  MINI MALL ENT
STILLWATER AV
65061: Int of ENT TO HANNAFORD  PENN PLAZA Z RD
STILLWATER AV
20.0 0.014 1.10324.98358.620 300 177 / 602 15 0 0 120 3
3118931 39803: Int of HAMMOND ST  STATE ST
39804: Int of EXCHANGE ST  HARLOW ST  STATE ST
9.1 0.002 3.56623.112219.030 100 28 / 32 12 0 0 100 1
3119800 62129: Int of MOUNT HOPE AV  VIRGINIA LN
39295: Int of HOGAN RD  MOUNT HOPE AV
11.1 0.005 1.58411.61650.230 100 129 / 282 10 0 0 80 1
3121506 39701: Int of BROADWAY  STATE ST
39805: Int of PINE ST  STATE ST
30.0 0.002 2.63597.401571.300 400 55 / 72 10 0 0 70 3
3122604 39715: Int of BROADWAY  HOBART ST
41578: Int of BROADWAY  BURLEIGH RD  GRIFFIN RD
24.1 0.026 1.11336.28373.350 730 176 / 592 29 0 0 222 5
3123566 39631: Int of CROSS ST  MAIN ST
41577: Int of BROAD ST  MAIN ST
7.1 0.002 3.57591.072111.300 100 27 / 22 14 0 0 130 1
3124192 36684: Int of HOGAN RD  STILLWATER AV
40953: Int of ENT TO DAYS INN  HOGAN RD
LONGVIEW DR
18.2 0.004 2.28451.881031.040 300 76 / 122 11 0 0 90 2
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3124229 39713: Int of BROADWAY, ENT TO WALGREENS,
SCHOOL ST
40618: Int of BROADWAY  ENT BROADWY MALL
MCDONALDS Z RD
33.3 0.017 1.45363.90527.232 910 142 / 352 27 0 2 181 6
3129675 61994: Int of BEAN ESTS  OHIO ST
41472: Int of GRIFFIN RD  OHIO ST
16.7 0.008 2.02368.03742.070 300 91 / 142 18 0 0 150 3
3129745 39802: Int of CENTRAL ST  HAMMOND ST  MAIN ST
39803: Int of HAMMOND ST  STATE ST
14.3 0.002 2.37623.111479.350 001 70 / 102 8 1 0 60 0
3139134 60563: Non Int HOGAN RD
40953: Int of ENT TO DAYS INN  HOGAN RD
LONGVIEW DR
28.6 0.008 1.65373.69615.110 510 123 / 262 14 0 0 101 3
3139136 40516: Int of BANGORMALL BLVD  HOGAN RD
SPRINGER DR
60563: Non Int HOGAN RD
10.0 0.004 1.76427.00751.640 100 112 / 222 10 0 0 90 1
3139651 64033: Int of BANGOR MALL BLV Z RD  STILLWATER
AV
40665: Non Int STILLWATER AV
10.0 0.004 2.05449.80920.700 100 90 / 132 10 0 0 90 1
3139763 39710: Int of BROADWAY  CENTER ST CUT  EARLE AV
65239: Int of BROADWAY  RD INV 3201923
24.0 0.009 2.36392.56926.960 710 71 / 112 25 0 0 191 5
3417414 38961: TL   Bangor  Glenburn
67720: Non Int HUDSON RD
22.2 0.006 1.28400.885142 010 159 / 461 9 0 1 71 0
3937862 41172: Int of I 395 EB  RAMP I 95 NB OFF  I 395 EB ON
41362: Int of I 395 EB  RAMP OFF TO US 202
18.2 0.018 1.26164.52206.510 110 161 / 472 11 0 0 91 1
3944374 39711: Int of BROADWAY  FALVEY ST
40618: Int of BROADWAY  ENT BROADWY MALL
MCDONALDS Z RD
29.6 0.012 1.87388.75725.840 710 102 / 192 27 0 0 191 7
3966210 41196: BRG 5934  I 95 under CHASE RD
71118: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 95
21.4 0.038 1.04119.301241 120 183 / 651 14 0 1 112 0
3966213 71119: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 95 SB
41307: TL   Bangor  Veazie
16.7 0.050 1.06112.21119.280 220 181 / 631 18 0 0 152 1
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215490 36509: Int of MAIN RD, REEVES RD
38970: Int of EAST RD  MAIN RD  WEST RD
21.4 0.011 1.23344.88425.220 210 164 / 501 14 0 0 111 2
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39685 Int of N MAIN ST  S MAIN ST  WILSON ST 28.1 8.804 1.091.111.210 1110 232 / 429 32 0 0 231 8
39760 Int of PARKWAY S  RITE AID  WILSON ST 33.3 8.070 1.101.131.240 1810 231 / 419 30 0 0 201 9
40459 Int of RAMP B0332 ON  RAMP OFF TO S MAIN ST  S
MAIN ST
46.2 5.188 2.660.310.840 510 119 / 172 13 0 0 71 5
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3111439 41775: Int of I 395 WB  RAMP ON   ROUTE 15 FROM
MAIN ST
41776: TL   Bangor  Brewer
10.0 0.009 1.89194.36366.760 100 100 / 172 10 0 0 90 1
4041934 39112: Int of HOLYOKE ST  N MAIN ST
63613: Int of N MAIN ST  RD INV 3201603
44.4 0.002 2.62571.471495.272 400 56 / 82 9 0 1 50 3
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214754 35990: 1901096 CARM,HORSEBACK RD,PREBLE LANE
36012: 1901119 CARM,HORSEBACK,FULLER RD.
10.0 0.005 1.30509.28659.760 010 157 / 441 10 0 0 91 0
3139622 39099: Int of IRISH RD  MAIN RD
40990: Int of DAVIS RD  MAIN RD
20.0 0.015 1.41319.82452.481 310 146 / 381 21 0 1 161 2
3966023 71100: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 95
71102: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 95
25.0 0.107 1.0397.49100.049 1960 184 / 661 32 0 2 242 4
4033552 71098: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 95
71100: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 95
35.9 0.101 1.3198.37128.521 1040 156 / 431 39 0 1 254 9
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3110729 38846: Int of BRADFORD RD  MAIN RD
39071: Int of DEER VIEW LN  MAIN RD
18.2 0.008 1.28375.68481.720 310 159 / 461 11 0 0 91 1
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3139220 39140: Int of AIRLINE RD  BOBCAT RD
39327: Int of AIRLINE RD  MCCUTCHRON RD
23.1 0.018 1.13208.62235.160 120 174 / 581 13 0 0 102 1
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3110722 38831: Int of EXETER RD  GREENBUSH RD
38832: Int of EXETER RD  WHITE RD
25.0 0.007 1.04389.46406.370 110 183 / 651 8 0 0 61 1
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215124 36249: Int of TATE RD  WHITE SCHOOLHOUSE RD
39733: Int of MAIN ST  WHITE SCHOOLHOUSE RD
33.3 0.003 1.85595.661104.880 201 104 / 201 9 1 0 60 2
215145 36261: Int of LEDGE HILL RD, MCCARD RD
36262: Int of AVENUE RD  MCCARD RD
8.3 0.004 1.81535.86972.300 100 107 / 211 12 0 0 110 1
3110290 36268: TL - Charleston, Corinth
36270: Int of GARLAND RD, OROAK RD
0.0 0.006 1.61392.72630.600 000 127 / 271 12 0 0 120 0
3111032 39733: Int of MAIN ST  WHITE SCHOOLHOUSE RD
40492: Int of HAYMAN DR  MAIN ST
22.2 0.025 1.02239.61244.303 120 185 / 671 18 0 2 141 1
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3110322 36369: Int of CARR RD  GARLAND RD  PULLEN RD
36403: TL   Dexter  Garland
44.4 0.005 1.48420.74623.290 310 139 / 321 9 0 0 51 3
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39130 Int of MAIN RD  RIVERSIDE DR 22.2 2.919 3.010.341.030 200 95 / 131 9 0 0 70 2
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3123478 39132: Int of DAVIS RD  MAIN RD
39133: Int of CHEMO POND RD  MAIN RD
37.5 0.026 1.07193.74206.451 250 180 / 621 16 0 1 104 1
3129872 39133: Int of CHEMO POND RD  MAIN RD
39134: Int of MAIN RD  ROOKS RD
13.6 0.029 1.34189.28253.932 111 153 / 401 22 1 1 190 1
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3966527 71147: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 95
41224: TL   Edinburg  Howland
33.3 0.041 1.04116.98121.291 310 183 / 651 15 0 1 101 3
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3115902 41264: Int of I 95 SB  RAMP B OFF TO ROUTE 69   143
41265: TL   Carmel  Etna
18.8 0.021 1.88136.80257.180 310 101 / 181 16 0 0 131 2
3965962 70848: Non Int I 95
71096: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 95
51.5 0.094 1.1799.61116.920 1470 170 / 541 33 0 0 167 10
3965964 70847: BRG 5961  I 95 SB under WEST ETNA RD
71097: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 95 SB
35.7 0.096 1.4699.17145.103 590 141 / 341 42 0 3 277 5
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215174 36284: Int of GARLAND RD  VALLEY AVENUE RD
36317: TL   Exeter  Garland
25.0 0.005 1.03508.855260 200 184 / 661 8 0 0 60 2
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3110329 36408: Int of DEXTER RD  UPPER GARLAND RD
36434: Int of DEXTER RD  GREELEY RD
0.0 0.006 1.19406.72484.220 000 168 / 521 8 0 0 80 0
3111171 42914: TL   Dover Foxcroft  Garland
40092: Non Int DOVER RD
22.2 0.010 1.01290.71292.590 110 186 / 681 9 0 0 71 1
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3110794 38962: Int of HUDSON RD, LAKEVIEW RD, LANCASTER
BROOK RD
40162: Int of HUDSON RD  ROUNDSTONE DR
13.3 0.015 1.02320.80327.880 120 185 / 671 15 0 0 131 1
3114987 59246: Int of HUDSON RD  LYNDSAY LN
40162: Int of HUDSON RD  ROUNDSTONE DR
33.3 0.008 1.01371.65376.770 400 186 / 681 9 0 0 60 3
3115203 36203: Int of ORONO RD, PUSHAW RD
60365: Int of KELLIHER ST  PUSHAW RD
0.0 0.007 1.22434.37529.830 000 165 / 511 11 0 0 110 0
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3132116 39605: Int of COTTAGE ST  MAIN RD N
39606: Int of CANOE CLUB RD  MAIN RD N  WESTERN
AV
21.4 0.007 2.58265.74685.771 110 59 / 91 14 0 1 111 1
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35977 Int of BILLINGS RD, FULLER RD 33.3 2.067 2.940.491.450 300 99 / 141 9 0 0 60 3
35999 Int of ANNIS RD  FULLER RD  WING RD 55.6 1.315 4.130.552.280 930 49 / 81 9 0 0 41 4
38959 Int of BILLINGS RD  UNION ST 11.1 3.288 2.430.380.910 100 134 / 201 9 0 0 80 1
39104 Int of ANNIS RD  KLATT RD  ROUTE 2 55.6 2.731 5.580.392.201 1400 24 / 11 18 0 1 80 9
39106 Int of NEW BOSTON RD  ROUTE 2 22.2 4.211 2.030.350.710 300 160 / 241 9 0 0 70 2
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3111421 41720: TL - Benedicta Twp, Herseytown Twp
41721: TL   Benedicta Twp  Herseytown Twp
30.8 0.027 1.25128.58160.710 130 162 / 481 13 0 0 93 1
3966836 71177: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 95
41380: TL   Herseytown Twp  T1 R6 WELS
12.5 0.019 1.00139.65140.011 000 187 / 691 8 0 1 70 0
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3119515 36879: Int of KIDDER HILL RD, MOUNTAINY POND RD
38006: Int of KIDDER HILL RD  MANN HILL RD
22.2 0.008 1.18305.96361.460 200 169 / 531 9 0 0 70 2
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3966545 41224: TL   Edinburg  Howland
71149: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 95
30.0 0.011 1.88159.86300.150 310 101 / 181 10 0 0 71 2
3966569 71152: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 95 SB
41343: TL   Howland  Mattamiscontis Twp
14.3 0.074 1.52104.12158.332 410 135 / 301 35 0 2 301 2
High Crash Locations
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3110283 36237: Int of OLD TOWN RD  WHITMORE LANDING RD
38967: Int of HUDSON RD  OLD TOWN RD
21.4 0.012 1.14337.27385.050 310 173 / 571 14 0 0 111 2
3110284 36240: Int of CORINTH RD, POND RD
38968: Int of CORINTH RD  HUDSON RD
12.5 0.005 1.15472.40543.790 100 172 / 561 8 0 0 70 1
High Crash Locations
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
215037 36192: 1901314 TL,KENDUSKEAG-LEVANT
36195: Int of CLARK RD, CLARK RD N, TOWN HOUSE
RD
44.4 0.001 2.95700.232065.381 300 41 / 41 9 0 1 50 3
3110275 36196: Int of CLARK RD, KENDUSKEAG-LEVANT RD
40188: Int of KENDUSKEAG LEVANT RD  STETSON RD
TOWN HOUSE RD
50.0 0.007 1.29430.63557.321 320 158 / 451 12 0 1 62 3
3110280 36223: Int of MUDGETT RD, STETSON RD
36884: Int of MILL ST  STETSON RD
50.0 0.004 1.26486.976140 220 161 / 471 8 0 0 42 2
High Crash Locations
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3110268 36159: Int of AVENUE RD  MERRILL RD  SINCLAIR RD
38948: Int of AVENUE RD  STETSON RD E  STETSON
RD W  UNION ST
7.1 0.010 1.32352.20466.130 100 155 / 421 14 0 0 130 1
3110782 38949: Int of HODGDON RD  UNION ST
38950: Int of UNION ST  WAGNER RD
10.0 0.007 1.26385.43486.830 100 161 / 471 10 0 0 90 1
High Crash Locations
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3110430 36974: Int of FOLSOM POND RD  PHINNEY FARM RD
TRANSALPINE RD
36976: Non Int TRANSALPINE RD
18.2 0.008 1.04414.16432.410 210 183 / 651 11 0 0 91 1
3111111 39925: TL - Enfield, Lincoln
39926: Int of MOHAWK RD  W BROADWAY
16.7 0.013 1.09273.22299.161 220 178 / 611 12 0 1 100 1
High Crash Locations
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3943730 39241: Int of POPLAR ST  W SEBOIS RD
39243: Non Int POPLAR ST
12.5 0.004 1.47436.73641.550 110 140 / 331 8 0 0 71 0
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3116859 39593: Int of HATHAWAY RD  MEDWAY RD
65901: Non Int MEDWAY RD
12.5 0.007 1.05390.29409.930 100 182 / 641 8 0 0 70 1
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3111216 40202: Non-Int GRINDSTONE RD
40722: Int of DUMP RD  GRINDSTONE RD
22.2 0.003 1.99547.111088.860 200 94 / 151 9 0 0 70 2
3118175 39261: Int of MAIN RD, MEDWAY RD
39333: Int of MEDWAY RD  TYLER ST
6.7 0.006 1.97390.61771.181 000 95 / 161 15 0 1 140 0
3966756 71169: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 95
41377: TL   Medway  T1 R6 WELS
28.6 0.034 1.70122.24207.730 650 118 / 231 21 0 0 153 3
3966757 41742: TL   Medway  T1 R6 WELS
71170: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 95 SB
33.3 0.037 1.13119.71134.940 610 174 / 581 15 0 0 101 4
High Crash Locations
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Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
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36700 Int of COUNTY RD  MAIN RD 37.5 3.700 2.100.340.720 220 156 / 231 8 0 0 52 1
High Crash Locations
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3111094 39894: TL   Milford  Old Town
39895: Int of BRADLEY RD  MAIN RD
50.0 0.006 1.69332.86562.770 600 119 / 241 10 0 0 50 5
3508725 36711: Non Int COUNTY RD
36722: Non Int COUNTY RD
36.4 0.004 1.76545.95959.962 311 112 / 221 11 1 1 71 1
High Crash Locations
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39158 Int of CARMEL RD N  WESTERN AV 25.0 2.171 2.940.421.230 400 99 / 141 8 0 0 60 2
High Crash Locations
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3966046 71105: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 95 SB
41272: TL   Hampden  Newburgh
30.0 0.018 1.33142.19188.410 310 154 / 411 10 0 0 71 2
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
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39968 Int of BANKS RD  MAIN ST 33.3 3.560 4.330.321.400 700 42 / 61 15 0 0 100 5
High Crash Locations
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3111147 39984: Int of BLAISDELL RD  COUNTY WOODS RD
MOOSEHEAD TRL
41131: TL   Corinna  Newport
18.8 0.021 1.03247.44253.840 420 184 / 661 16 0 0 132 1
3116809 39969: Int of BANKS RD  MOOSEHEAD TRL
47130: TL   Newport  Palmyra
50.0 0.006 1.97272.10537.121 600 95 / 161 10 0 1 50 4
3123176 65860: Int of MOOSEHEAD TRL  RD INV 3209208
39972: Int of KING RD  LUNT RD  MOOSEHEAD TRL
37.5 0.004 1.85370.86685.680 230 104 / 201 8 0 0 53 0
High Crash Locations
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40085 Int of BRUNSWICK ST  CENTER ST 50.0 4.393 2.350.390.910 630 141 / 212 12 0 0 62 4
High Crash Locations
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3110380 36730: Int of COILEY RD W  OLD TOWN RD  W OLD
TOWN RD
36737: TL   Alton  Old Town
17.4 0.016 1.48316.07468.630 220 139 / 321 23 0 0 192 2
3124241 40074: Int of COLLEGE AV  COLLEGE RD
STILLWATER AV
40737: Int of LAWN DALE CEM  STILLWATER AV
20.8 0.020 1.14353.26402.710 420 173 / 572 24 0 0 192 3
4310897 71135: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 95
71691: Int of I 95  WEIGH STATION
20.0 0.025 1.03131.28135.150 120 184 / 661 10 0 0 81 1
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
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39591 Int of PARK ST  RANGELEY RD 6.5 6.834 4.370.351.510 400 40 / 52 31 0 0 290 2
39853 Int of COLLEGE AV  MAIN ST  N MAIN ST 55.6 5.652 1.460.360.530 510 201 / 312 9 0 0 41 4
41204 Int of RAMP OFF TO STILLWATER AV  RAMP ON
FROM STILLWATER AV  STILLWATER AV
5.0 7.581 3.080.290.880 100 89 / 122 20 0 0 190 1
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3110375 36692: Int of ESSEX ST  FOREST AV
40297: Int of FOREST AV  ORONO LNDG RD
20.0 0.013 1.02376.75384.920 300 185 / 671 15 0 0 120 3
3111078 39847: Int of JUNIPER ST  MAIN ST
39848: Int of GOODRIDGE DR  MAIN ST
22.2 0.003 1.65526.47866.930 110 123 / 262 9 0 0 71 1
3118194 40068: TL   Old Town  Orono
41084: Int of ENT SHOP CENTER  STILLWATER AV
UNK BUISNESS DRIVEWAY
15.4 0.006 1.55456.38705.870 200 132 / 292 13 0 0 110 2
3122597 39591: Int of PARK ST  RANGELEY RD
40804: Int of PARK ST  WASHBURN PLACE
16.7 0.011 1.09401.31435.750 110 178 / 612 14 0 0 101 1
3132046 36688: Int of KELLY RD  STILLWATER AV
38015: TL   Orono  Veazie
16.7 0.010 2.93355.791043.540 710 42 / 51 30 0 0 251 4
3944107 40441: Int of COLBURN DR  PARK ST
39862: TL   Old Town  Orono
12.5 0.013 1.07384.87410.300 400 180 / 622 16 0 0 140 2
4033517 71127: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 95 SB
71130: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 95 SB
24.0 0.052 1.44111.46160.372 320 143 / 361 25 0 2 191 3
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3110361 36561: Int of DOW RD, JOHNSON MILL RD
36587: Int of DOW RD  SALISBURY RIDGE RD  SNOWS
CORNER RD
8.3 0.008 1.25425.63530.390 200 162 / 481 12 0 0 110 1
3110982 39648: Int of BLAKE RD  RIVER RD  SWETTS POND RD
41788: Int of QUARRY RD  RIVER RD
27.3 0.010 1.24291.49361.680 300 163 / 491 11 0 0 80 3
High Crash Locations
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3110461 37121: Int of ETNA RD  MOOSEHEAD TRL
39174: Int of LOUD RD  MOOSEHEAD TRL
20.0 0.009 1.02360.55368.280 200 185 / 671 10 0 0 80 2
High Crash Locations
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3111254 40791: Non Int VILLAGE RD
40792: Non Int VILLAGE RD
0.0 0.005 1.26414.63522.860 000 161 / 471 8 0 0 80 0
High Crash Locations
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3966776 71171: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 95
70929: Int of I 95  KATAHDIN SCENIC OVERLOOK
RAMP
23.1 0.021 1.52136.65207.960 220 135 / 301 13 0 0 102 1
High Crash Locations
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3966651 71160: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 95 SB
41352: TL   T2 R8 NWP  T2 R9 NWP
11.1 0.014 1.42150.82214.830 100 145 / 371 9 0 0 80 1
High Crash Locations
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3966670 41240: TL   T2 R8 NWP  T2 R9 NWP
71161: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 95
37.5 0.033 1.31122.541600 360 156 / 431 16 0 0 104 2
3966695 71164: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 95 SB
41358: TL   Medway  T2 R9 NWP
30.4 0.062 1.16107.75124.481 252 171 / 551 23 2 0 163 2
4033519 71163: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 95
41246: TL   Medway  T2 R9 NWP
20.0 0.060 1.03108.31111.151 321 184 / 661 20 1 0 162 1
High Crash Locations
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3111665 43117: Int of CHURCH ST  SPRING ST
43118: Int of CHURCH ST  SCHOODIC LAKE RD
25.0 0.004 1.46436.13638.121 130 141 / 21 8 0 1 60 1
High Crash Locations
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3096539 43129: Int of TURNER HOWE RD  W MAIN ST
43143: Int of BILLINGTON RD  SARGENT HILL RD  W
MAIN ST
9.1 0.011 1.18286.79337.770 010 169 / 51 11 0 0 101 0
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3123489 42901: Int of GREENVILLE RD, SPRING RD
42902: Non Int GREENVILLE RD
55.6 0.008 1.23309.71379.813 400 164 / 41 9 0 2 40 3
3130689 42902: Non Int GREENVILLE RD
42903: TL   Monson  Shirley
42.9 0.011 1.44283.35408.413 220 143 / 31 14 0 3 82 1
High Crash Locations
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3140208 42962: Int of COUNTY RD  ELM ST
42963: TL   Lagrange  Orneville Twp
46.2 0.014 1.13269.05302.901 710 174 / 71 13 0 1 71 4
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3111571 42768: Int of N DEXTER RD, SILVERS MILLS RD
42769: Int of FLANDERS HILL RD  N DEXTER RD
27.8 0.011 1.88284.40533.402 300 101 / 11 18 0 2 130 3
High Crash Locations
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3123519 42940: Non Int MILO RD
42941: Int of HUGHES RD  MILO RD
9.1 0.012 1.07278.66298.741 100 180 / 81 11 0 1 100 0
3124267 42941: Int of HUGHES RD  MILO RD
42942: TL   Milo  Sebec
12.5 0.007 1.15315.39363.320 100 172 / 61 8 0 0 70 1
High Crash Locations
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44186 Int of LEEMAN HWY  STATE RD 33.3 5.971 2.980.391.170 610 97 / 32 21 0 0 141 6
44261 Int of CENTRE ST  HIGH ST 30.0 3.176 2.630.401.050 120 122 / 52 10 0 0 72 1
44633 Int of LEEMAN HWY  RD INV 23B0191 27.5 5.804 5.800.402.300 1200 20 / 12 40 0 0 290 11
High Crash Locations
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3111803 43900: Int of CONGRESS AV  RD INV 23E0190
44260: Int of CENTRE ST  CONGRESS AV
10.0 0.008 1.09364.91397.790 100 178 / 62 10 0 0 90 1
High Crash Locations
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3111839 43960: TL   Bowdoinham  Topsham
43961: Non-Int BAY RD
7.7 0.011 1.15345.28396.870 010 172 / 51 13 0 0 121 0
3967408 44548: BRG 6312  I 295 NB under MILLAY RD
71229: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 295 NB
11.1 0.018 1.18141.62166.790 010 169 / 41 9 0 0 81 0
3967411 71230: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 295 SB
71228: Int of CROSSOVER RD  I 295 SB
8.3 0.070 1.09105.22114.790 110 178 / 61 24 0 0 221 1
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
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44514 Int of BYPASS DR  BYPASS RD  MIDDLESEX RD 16.7 4.030 2.640.380.991 100 121 / 42 12 0 1 100 1
44588 Int of LEWISTON RD  RAMP A OFF TO LEWISTON RD 31.6 3.336 5.390.351.900 600 28 / 22 19 0 0 130 6
P44591 Int of LEWISTON RD  RAMP F1070  RD INV 23G1070 27.0 8.828 1.261.111.400 1110 217 / 89 37 0 0 271 9
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
223916 43457: Int of MEADOW CROSS RD  MEADOW RD
WARD RD
43560: TL - Bowdoin, Topsham
23.1 0.009 1.20410.92493.860 210 167 / 31 13 0 0 101 2
3640734 44613: Int of CENTRAL MALL Z RD  PARK DR
TOPSHAM FAIR MALL RD
64632: Int of PARK DR  TOPSHAM FAIR MALL RD
18.8 0.003 1.79859.471538.350 300 109 / 12 16 0 0 130 3
3942508 64628: Int of TOPSHAM FAIR MALL RD  WINTER ST
44395: Int of RAYMOND RD  RIVER RD  RIVER ROAD
12.5 0.004 1.50425.34636.410 100 137 / 22 8 0 0 70 1
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
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43591 Int of FOSTERS POINT RD  NEW MEADOWS RD
STATE RD
25.0 4.141 1.820.350.640 500 175 / 71 8 0 0 60 2
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
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44208 Int of NEQUASSET RD  ROUTE 1 27.3 6.668 1.990.280.550 450 163 / 61 11 0 0 82 1
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3111695 43304: Int of MIDDLE RD  NEQUASSET RD
43305: Int of MIDDLE RD  RIVER RD
44.4 0.007 1.02437.38446.212 110 185 / 71 9 0 2 51 1
High Crash Locations
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3112387 46580: Int of STARKS RD  W MILLS RD
47114: Int of MAIN ST  PARKWOODS DR
25.0 0.004 1.62451.96733.172 010 126 / 61 8 0 2 60 0
High Crash Locations
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State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3112289 46432: Non Int BECKWITH RD
46433: Int of BECKWITH RD  REVERE SCHOOL RD
WOOD RD
13.3 0.013 1.13330.01373.790 110 174 / 141 15 0 0 131 1
High Crash Locations
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Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3119052 46062: Int of KATIE CROTCH RD  NEW PORTLAND RD
46063: Int of NEW PORTLAND RD  WENTWORTH RD
54.5 0.011 1.19287.65342.061 512 168 / 111 11 1 0 51 4
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 235 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
225776 44941: Int of NYES CORNER DR  SKOWHEGAN RD
46682: Int of OHIO HILL RD  SKOWHEGAN RD
0.0 0.007 1.86266.38494.440 000 103 / 41 10 0 0 100 0
228365 47140: Int of I 95  RAMP OFF TO US 201
47141: TL   Benton  Fairfield
12.5 0.009 1.77169.26299.730 020 111 / 51 8 0 0 71 0
3132287 46906: Int of CENTER RD  RAMP OFF TO CENTER RD
46968: Int of CENTER RD  SHERIDAN DR
25.0 0.005 1.53347.16530.880 200 134 / 81 8 0 0 60 2
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 236 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3112373 46553: Int of ATHENS RD, COMMODORE RD
46579: Int of ATHENS RD  OLD FERRY RD
22.2 0.007 1.14385.38437.880 400 173 / 131 9 0 0 70 2
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 237 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3132284 46793: TL   Jackman  Parlin Pond Twp
46794: Non Int MAIN ST
25.0 0.010 1.12242.11270.840 110 175 / 151 8 0 0 61 1
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 238 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3942283 46786: Non Int US RTE 201
47131: Int of ENCHANTED MOUNTAIN RD  US RTE 201
16.7 0.018 1.05209.14219.470 011 182 / 181 12 1 0 101 0
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 239 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3112220 46295: Int of CARRABASSETT RD  CHICK RD  LEMON
STREAM RD  RIVER RD
46296: Int of CARRABASSETT RD  OLD KINGFIELD RD
4.3 0.004 5.49375.192061.600 200 13 / 11 23 0 0 220 1
3123433 46293: Int of COLEGROVE RD  LEMON STREAM RD
46295: Int of CARRABASSETT RD  CHICK RD  LEMON
STREAM RD  RIVER RD
9.1 0.012 1.08279.22301.320 101 179 / 161 11 1 0 100 0
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 240 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Node Description

















46604 Int of HOTEL ST  MAIN ST  SKOWHEGAN RD
WATERVILLE RD
14.3 4.004 3.700.311.170 200 62 / 21 14 0 0 120 2
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 241 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
225446 44722: Int of BETTERMENT RD  UPPER MAIN ST
WINDING HILL RD
44737: Non Int UPPER MAIN ST
37.5 0.001 3.45767.852651.022 100 30 / 21 8 0 2 50 1
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 242 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Node Description

















P46653 Int of ELL HILL RD  ESTES AV  MAIN ST 46.7 2.391 5.820.362.091 620 19 / 11 15 0 1 82 4
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 243 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3112438 46655: Int of GEE RD  MADAWASKA RD  MAIN ST
46656: Int of MAIN ST  WARREN HILL RD
27.3 0.016 1.06215.28228.270 420 181 / 171 11 0 0 81 2
3115607 45361: Int of RAYMOND RD  WARREN HILL RD  WEBB
RIDGE RD
45365: Int of ST ALBANS RD  WARREN HILL RD
0.0 0.012 1.02383.47390.100 000 185 / 191 14 0 0 140 0
3116813 47130: TL   Newport  Palmyra
47182: Int of OXBOW RD  RAMP D OFF TO ROUTE 100
11
30.0 0.003 3.15320.311009.330 120 35 / 31 10 0 0 72 1
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
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Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3112548 47147: Int of I 95  RAMP OFF TO SOMERSET RD
47149: Int of I 95  RAMP ON FROM SOMERSET RD
37.5 0.013 1.36154.64210.810 320 151 / 91 8 0 0 51 2
3112550 47150: BRG 5987  I 95 over ROUTE 152
47151: TL   Palmyra  Pittsfield
20.0 0.036 1.15120.35138.280 220 172 / 121 15 0 0 122 1
3129875 47175: BRG 5986  I 95 SB over ROUTE 152   MCRR
47176: TL   Palmyra  Pittsfield
13.3 0.040 1.06117.57124.160 110 181 / 171 15 0 0 131 1
3139353 47172: Int of I 95 SB  RAMP C ON FROM SOMERSET
RD
47174: Int of I 95 SB  RAMP D OFF TO SOMERSET RD
22.2 0.015 1.35148.26200.711 200 152 / 101 9 0 1 70 1
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 245 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3116106 45464: Int of DEXTER RD, MELODY LA RD, RIPLEY RD
63437: Int of DEXTER RD  RD INV 3201536
25.0 0.003 1.54521.33802.670 030 133 / 71 8 0 0 62 0
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
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Node Description

















P46616 Int of ISLAND AV  MAIN ST  W FRONT ST
WATERVILLE RD
31.7 9.894 1.271.091.380 1610 216 / 49 41 0 0 281 12
P46702 Int of COMMERCIAL ST  MADISON AV 16.7 6.566 1.940.310.611 100 167 / 32 12 0 1 100 1
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 247 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
225723 44901: 2501269 TL,MADISON-SKOWHEGAN
45207: Non-Int RUSSELL RD
62.5 0.005 1.02507.23519.200 500 185 / 191 8 0 0 30 5
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
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Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3942487 46778: Int of MOXIE RD  US 201
46777: Non Int US 201
11.1 0.012 1.06229.11243.100 001 181 / 171 9 1 0 80 0
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 249 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Node Description

















P48600 Int of HEAD OF THE TIDE EXT  HEAD OF THE TIDE RD
WALDO RD
27.3 1.005 7.310.503.650 400 12 / 11 11 0 0 80 3
48691 Int of BELMONT AV  RAMP 3X ROUTE 1  RAMP ROUTE
3WB
15.8 5.495 3.510.331.150 400 69 / 22 19 0 0 160 3
48747 Int of RAMP HIGH 1NB  ROUTE 1 20.0 3.315 2.690.371.010 500 117 / 32 10 0 0 80 2
48749 Int of RAMP 7X 1S  ROUTE 1 BYP 37.5 3.030 2.300.380.880 400 143 / 42 8 0 0 50 3
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 250 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
229050 47646: Int of DOHERTY RD, MOUNT RD
47648: Int of MOUNT RD, TROY RD
12.5 0.004 1.29547.70707.060 100 158 / 31 8 0 0 70 1
3112637 47657: Int of MORGAN RD  TROY RD
47659: Int of PERKINS RD  TROY RD  WINNECOOK RD
37.5 0.005 1.14471.31538.770 120 173 / 81 8 0 0 52 1
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 251 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3116699 47234: Int of HOPE RD  MOODY MOUNTAIN RD
47235: Int of HOPE RD  MARTIN CORNER RD
11.1 0.005 1.27469.77598.180 100 160 / 41 9 0 0 80 1
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
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Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3112914 48729: TL - Lincolnville, Northport
48730: Int of ATLANTIC HWY, KNIGHTS POND RD
35.7 0.017 1.30212.76276.090 350 157 / 21 14 0 0 93 2
3112916 48730: Int of ATLANTIC HWY, KNIGHTS POND RD
48731: Non Int ATLANTIC HWY
5.9 0.023 1.26199.33250.440 100 161 / 51 17 0 0 160 1
3939970 48731: Non Int ATLANTIC HWY
48732: Int of ATLANTIC HWY  OLD SHORE RD
6.7 0.033 1.66184.74307.450 300 122 / 11 30 0 0 280 2
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
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Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3130722 47887: Int of N SEARSPORT RD  NICKERSON RD
47888: Int of FRANKFORT RD  MONROE RD  MT
EPHRAIM RD  N SEARSPORT RD
33.3 0.007 1.03438.40450.600 120 184 / 101 9 0 0 62 1
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 254 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3112756 48441: TL   Knox  Thorndike
48442: Int of LEONARD RD  MOUNT VIEW RD
0.0 0.013 1.05329.80347.900 000 182 / 91 14 0 0 140 0
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
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Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3112869 48647: Int of BOG RD  DETROIT RD
48648: TL   Detroit  Troy
12.5 0.006 1.16402.75465.510 010 171 / 71 8 0 0 71 0
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
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Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3942276 48576: Int of ALBION RD  WANING RD
48579: Int of ALBION RD  MAIN ST  QUAKER HILL RD
14.7 0.034 1.22274.74335.190 500 165 / 61 34 0 0 290 5
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
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Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3113554 51015: Int of FORMER US 1, RIVER RD, US 1
51016: Int of CARSON RD  RIVER RD
33.3 0.013 1.02226.22230.550 210 185 / 71 9 0 0 61 2
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
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Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3113135 50162: Int of MARSHVILLE RD, ROUTE 1
50911: Int of RIDGE RD  ROUTE 1
21.1 0.026 1.02236.15239.890 320 185 / 71 19 0 0 152 2
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
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Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3122753 50918: Int of MAIN ST  ROUTE 1
50919: Int of INIDAN RIVER RD  ROUTE 1
9.1 0.013 1.12275.09308.190 010 175 / 51 12 0 0 101 0
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
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Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3119891 50944: Int of HADLEY LAKE RD  MAIN ST  OLD
COUNTY RD
51410: Non Int MAIN ST
44.4 0.008 1.24310.54383.930 400 163 / 31 9 0 0 50 4
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 261 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3113235 50363: Int of CUTLER RD  E SIDE RD
50364: TL   Machiasport  Whiting
14.3 0.009 1.43360.83517.280 200 144 / 11 14 0 0 120 2
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 262 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
232166 50197: TL   Cherryfield  Milbridge
50896: Int of KANSAS RD  KENNEDY HWY
12.5 0.005 1.04509.68529.520 100 183 / 61 8 0 0 70 1
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 263 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3113415 50674: TL - Big Lake Twp, Princeton
50676: Int of GREENLAND POINT RD  WEST ST
12.5 0.004 1.34497.67669.160 100 153 / 21 8 0 0 70 1
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 264 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3942166 51005: Int of BREWER RD  US 1
51008: TL   Calais  Robbinston
14.3 0.020 1.14204.62232.290 500 173 / 41 14 0 0 120 2
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 265 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3944311 52503: Int of COUNTY RD  FOXES RIDGE RD
52286: TL   Acton  Lebanon
50.0 0.004 1.74488.01851.421 400 114 / 181 11 0 1 50 4
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 266 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Node Description

















56863 Int of BIDDEFORD RD  KENNEBUNK RD 10.5 4.815 1.061.251.320 500 235 / 619 19 0 0 170 2
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 267 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Node Description

















56873 Int of ALFRED RD  HILL RD 18.8 6.785 2.860.270.791 510 105 / 281 16 0 1 131 1
56876 Int of ALFRED RD  NEW RD  OLD ALFRED RD 20.0 7.351 1.680.270.450 210 186 / 501 10 0 0 81 1
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 268 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3129605 53199: TL - Arundel, Kennebunkport / Int of ARUNDEL
RD, LOG CABIN RD, SINNOTT RD
53941: Int of FAIRFIELD HILL RD  LOG CABIN RD
28.6 0.012 1.18340.42401.360 220 169 / 291 14 0 0 102 2
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 269 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Node Description

















56718 Int of ALLEN ST  SCHOOL ST  WILSON ST 35.3 4.216 1.051.281.340 610 236 / 629 17 0 0 111 5
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 270 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
3121350 55805: Int of NEW DAM RD  ROUTE 236
55806: Int of POWERHOUSE RD  ROUTE 236
27.3 0.016 1.78263.84469.750 440 110 / 171 22 0 0 164 2
3939502 53728: Int of SCHOOL ST  SIDNEY DR
56720: Int of OLD PINE HILL RD NORTH  OLD PINE
HILL RD S  SCHOOL ST
23.5 0.021 1.10248.21273.720 520 177 / 311 17 0 0 132 2
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 271 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Node Description

















54726 Int of ALFRED ST, GRAHAM ST 18.2 4.757 2.140.360.770 200 152 / 402 11 0 0 90 2
54734 Int of ALFRED ST  BIRCH ST 11.1 4.741 1.760.360.630 100 180 / 492 9 0 0 80 1
P54746 Int of HILL ST  MAIN ST 21.4 8.684 3.470.311.071 420 72 / 162 28 0 1 222 3
56635 Int of ELM ST  MASON ST 37.5 4.667 1.500.380.570 700 199 / 512 8 0 0 50 3
P56648 Int of ELM ST  PINE ST 44.4 7.491 1.180.340.400 420 224 / 562 9 0 0 52 2
56883 Int of ALFRED ST  MAY ST 36.4 8.150 1.360.330.450 510 209 / 532 11 0 0 71 3
58334 Int of ALFRED ST  PRECOURT ST  RAMP ON FROM
ALFRED ST
24.2 17.800 1.161.001.161 1230 226 / 579 62 0 1 472 12
58459 Int of MAIN ST  SOUTH ST 25.0 2.089 3.030.421.280 200 93 / 222 8 0 0 60 2
58469 Int of MAY ST  SOUTH ST 11.1 3.367 2.260.390.890 010 147 / 372 9 0 0 81 0
58494 Int of ADAMS ST  LINCOLN ST  MAIN ST 33.3 3.557 2.900.391.120 400 102 / 262 12 0 0 80 4
58573 Int of BACON ST  HILL ST 63.6 2.844 3.130.411.290 800 86 / 182 11 0 0 40 7
58701 Int of ADAMS ST  JEFFERSON ST 37.5 2.200 2.760.441.210 400 111 / 292 8 0 0 50 3
58702 Int of JEFFERSON ST  WASHINGTON ST 41.7 2.192 4.150.441.820 330 47 / 122 12 0 0 72 3
58994 Int of ALFRED ST  ENT HOME DEPOT  ENT NEW LIFE 38.9 10.791 1.031.081.110 1820 238 / 639 36 0 0 222 12
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 272 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Section Description
















State/CountyKStart Node and Description; End Node and Description
239715 58334: Int of ALFRED ST  PRECOURT ST  RAMP ON
FROM ALFRED ST
58875: Int of RAMP OFF TO ALFRED ST  RAMP ON
FROM ALFRED ST
0.0 0.013 2.20154.21338.830 000 81 / 71 13 0 0 130 0
2837692 65578: Int of ALFRED ST  ELM ST
56627: Int of DARTMOUTH ST, ELM ST
21.4 0.005 2.02485.52978.521 210 91 / 102 14 0 1 111 1
3114277 56640: Int of ELM ST  MAIN ST
58493: Int of JEFFERSON ST  MAIN ST
12.5 0.002 2.91549.471601.131 000 43 / 12 8 0 1 70 0
3114657 58874: Int of RAMP OFF TO ALFRED ST  RAMP ON
FROM ALFRED ST
58875: Int of RAMP OFF TO ALFRED ST  RAMP ON
FROM ALFRED ST
22.2 0.015 1.32147.20195.030 200 155 / 241 9 0 0 70 2
3114724 52923: TL   Biddeford  Dayton
53448: Int of SOUTH ST  WADLIN RD
22.2 0.007 1.03439.35454.700 110 184 / 351 9 0 0 71 1
3116620 56649: TL - Biddeford, Saco
58711: Non Int ELM ST
33.3 0.008 1.15426.68490.070 500 172 / 302 12 0 0 80 4
3116622 64990: Non Int ALFRED ST
56885: Int of ALFRED ST  SUMMIT ST
25.0 0.005 1.80491.97884.320 210 108 / 152 12 0 0 91 2
3116624 56625: Int of ALFRED ST  ELM ST  WEST ST
58431: Int of GRAHAM ST  WEST ST
66.7 0.003 1.96448.79881.790 510 96 / 112 9 0 0 31 5
3944233 56883: Int of ALFRED ST  MAY ST
56882: Int of 5 POINTS SHOPPING CTR Z RD  ALFRED
ST  EDWARDS AV
47.8 0.021 1.05349.73366.212 1030 182 / 342 23 0 2 123 6
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 273 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Node Description

















53001 Int of MAIN ST  RIVER RD 20.0 2.961 2.920.391.130 440 100 / 252 10 0 0 81 1
53005 Int of GROVEVILLE RD  HAINES MEADOW RD  LONG
PLAINS RD
25.0 2.180 2.510.491.220 600 129 / 341 8 0 0 60 2
53582 Int of LONG PLAINS RD  PARKER FARM RD 11.1 2.602 2.480.461.150 100 130 / 351 9 0 0 80 1
55866 Int of BREWSTER PL  NARRAGANSETT TRL  OLD
ORCHARD RD
11.1 2.847 3.060.341.051 010 91 / 201 9 0 1 80 0
55994 Int of BROAD TURN RD  LONG PLAINS RD  PORTLAND
RD
14.3 4.353 3.070.351.070 300 90 / 191 14 0 0 120 2
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 274 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Node Description

















55751 Int of CLARKS MILLS RD  GOODWINS MILLS RD  NEW
COUNTY RD
31.6 3.249 5.180.381.950 470 29 / 71 19 0 0 134 2
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 275 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Node Description

















55860 Int of HOLLIS RD  LITTLE FALLS RD  MAIN ST 50.0 3.573 2.880.320.930 610 104 / 271 10 0 0 51 4
High Crash Locations
Maine Department Of Transportation  -  Traffic Engineering, Crash Records Section
Locations with CRF's >=1 and 8 or more crashes for 1/1/2014 to 12/31/2016
Page 276 of 299 on 6/15/2017 8:31:24 AM
Node Description

















58373 Int of ALEWIVE RD  TURNPIKE RD S  TURNPIKE RD
SOUTH
20.0 3.690 2.630.340.900 400 122 / 322 10 0 0 80 2
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3113943 55672: Int of CHASE HILL RD  WESTERN AV
55673: TL   Kennebunk  Kennebunkport
14.3 0.005 2.78425.341184.390 110 48 / 32 16 0 0 121 1
3114807 53342: Int of ALEWIVE RD, PARKINS LN
53348: Int of ALEWIVE RD  WALKER RD
27.3 0.011 1.05344.60363.170 120 182 / 341 12 0 0 82 1
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P56523 Int of NEW STATE RD  ROGERS RD  STATE RD 10.4 11.227 5.180.281.432 300 29 / 72 48 0 2 430 3
56524 Int of SHAPLEIGH RD  WHIPPLE RD  WOODLAWN AV 33.3 5.650 2.710.330.880 410 115 / 302 15 0 0 101 4
56526 Int of MANSON AV  MASON AV EXT  SHAPLEIGH RD 37.5 4.678 1.500.380.570 410 199 / 512 8 0 0 51 2
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3937858 53981: Int of ENT ME OUTLET   ENT SHOP CTR  US 1
58281: Int of ENT MALL  US 1  WILSON RD
22.7 0.014 1.36377.40513.840 500 151 / 222 22 0 0 170 5
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234703 52214: Int of CARPENTER ST, RIVER RD
52218: Int of FLAT ROCK BRIDGE RD, RIVER RD
50.0 0.004 1.19532.70633.031 410 168 / 281 8 0 1 41 2
234791 52272: Int of LITTLE RIVER RD, LOWER MIDDLE RD
56823: Int of CARL BROGGI HWY  DEPOT ST  LITTLE
RIVER RD
31.3 0.007 1.71478.73816.310 501 117 / 191 16 1 0 110 4
3114359 56824: Int of CARL BROGGI HWY, CREAMERY HILL
RD, UPPER MIDDLE RD
56998: Int of CARL BROGGI HWY  CREAMERY HILL RD
58.8 0.027 1.10192.20211.195 1110 177 / 311 17 0 2 71 7
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55780 Int of BURNHAM RD  E RANGE RD  MAIN ST  SOKOKIS
TRL S
46.2 1.793 5.520.442.420 700 26 / 61 13 0 0 70 6
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3113767 52654: Int of OLD MIDDLE RD  PARSONSFIELD RD
52682: Int of CRAMM RD  PARSONSFIELD RD
25.0 0.002 2.51618.091550.760 200 62 / 41 8 0 0 60 2
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55963 Int of CAPE RD  SOKOKIS AV 33.3 1.555 4.260.451.930 300 44 / 111 9 0 0 60 3
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53428 Int of GOODWINS MILLS RD  S WATERBORO RD
SOUTH ST
39.1 2.649 7.300.402.890 1050 13 / 31 23 0 0 144 5
53445 Int of CHURCH ST  HILL RD  SOUTH ST 18.2 2.126 3.520.491.720 600 68 / 151 11 0 0 90 2
56869 Int of ALFRED RD  DAY RD  KENNEBUNK POND RD 70.0 5.696 2.040.290.590 720 159 / 411 10 0 0 32 5
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56562 Int of BEACH ST  MAIN ST  SHORE RD 25.0 4.300 1.880.330.620 200 171 / 441 8 0 0 60 2
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3114238 56562: Int of BEACH ST  MAIN ST  SHORE RD
56977: Int of MAIN ST  SCHOOL ST
10.0 0.006 1.74336.46587.110 100 114 / 181 10 0 0 90 1
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P66308 Int of OCEAN PARK RD  SACO AV 0.0 6.541 1.990.330.660 000 163 / 422 13 0 0 130 0
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53976 Int of ENT SHOP SAVE  MAIN ST  Z TO CONVENIENCE
STORE
25.0 11.703 1.071.061.140 750 234 / 609 40 0 0 305 5
54754 Int of MAIN ST  PLEASANT ST 58.3 5.703 2.040.340.700 800 159 / 412 12 0 0 50 7
54824 Int of FRANKLIN ST  NORTH ST 25.0 5.382 1.420.350.500 210 204 / 522 8 0 0 61 1
54830 Int of GARFIELD ST  NORTH ST 36.8 6.717 2.860.330.940 830 105 / 282 19 0 0 122 5
55721 Int of NORTH ST  SPRING ST 16.7 5.144 3.300.351.170 300 79 / 172 18 0 0 150 3
55725 Int of BRADLEY ST  SPRING ST 14.3 2.967 3.870.411.570 200 54 / 132 14 0 0 120 2
55742 Int of BOOM RD  LOUDEN RD  NEW COUNTY RD 66.7 2.282 3.020.441.311 450 94 / 232 9 0 1 32 3
56658 Int of ELM ST  NORTH ST 23.1 6.374 1.151.181.360 810 227 / 589 26 0 0 201 5
P56667 Int of MAIN ST  OCEAN PARK RD  RAMP E OFF TO
MAIN ST
38.6 11.333 1.211.071.290 1630 221 / 549 44 0 0 273 14
57538 Int of MAIN ST  RAMP F 30.0 4.774 2.180.320.700 210 150 / 382 10 0 0 71 2
59696 Int of MAIN ST  SMITH LN 34.8 8.834 2.670.320.870 1130 118 / 312 23 0 0 153 5
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3114292 56664: Int of ACADEMY AV  MAIN ST
56665: Int of HUTCHINS ST, MAIN ST
27.3 0.012 1.57392.11615.630 800 130 / 202 22 0 0 160 6
3114499 57541: Int of I 195 EB  RAMP E I 95 SB OFF  I 195 EB
ON
58390: Int of I 95 SB  RAMP E I 95 SB OFF  I 195 EB ON
33.3 0.018 1.18141.57166.570 210 169 / 291 9 0 0 61 2
3115060 59694: Int of MAIN ST  SMITH LN
56666: Int of MAIN ST  STOCKMAN AV
31.0 0.011 2.19398.44873.601 1020 82 / 82 29 0 1 202 6
3117268 66430: Non Int BUXTON RD
57443: Int of BUXTON RD  WHITTEN DR
46.2 0.007 1.57377.21593.851 620 130 / 202 13 0 1 72 3
3118334 54765: Int of BEACH ST  WASHINGTON AV
54766: Int of BEACH ST  HOMESTEAD LN
10.0 0.003 2.32469.821089.580 200 73 / 62 10 0 0 90 1
3121250 55273: TL - Old Orchard Beach, Saco
57666: Int of OLD ORCHARD RD  TIMBER OAKES LN
10.0 0.007 1.29385.14497.571 000 158 / 252 10 0 1 90 0
3937870 54830: Int of GARFIELD ST  NORTH ST
58341: Int of LUND RD  NORTH ST
20.0 0.009 1.05361.15380.720 200 182 / 342 10 0 0 80 2
3939799 64876: Int of BUXTON RD  HARVEST CIR
54838: Int of BUXTON RD  OLD BUXTON RD
59.1 0.016 1.49317.46471.633 542 138 / 212 22 2 2 94 5
4210505 71628: Non Int INDUSTRIAL PARK RD
58233: Int of INDUSTRIAL PARK RD  LEHNER RD
43.8 0.017 1.01311.45313.240 700 186 / 372 16 0 0 90 7
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55829 Int of ALFRED RD  JAGGER MILL RD 20.7 5.221 5.000.371.851 610 31 / 82 29 0 1 230 5
55831 Int of ALFRED RD  SCHOOL ST 33.3 5.374 2.390.310.740 810 138 / 361 12 0 0 81 3
55907 Int of BRIDGE ST  MAIN ST  OAK ST 18.2 5.627 1.081.211.300 320 233 / 599 22 0 0 181 3
56192 Int of BEACON ST  ROBERTS ST  TWOMBLEY RD 25.0 1.065 4.790.522.500 110 34 / 92 8 0 0 61 1
56308 Int of PIONEER AV, RIVERSIDE AV, WASHINGTON ST 36.4 3.818 2.520.380.961 410 128 / 332 11 0 1 71 2
56776 Int of KENNEBUNK RD  MAIN ST 0.0 4.761 1.850.340.630 000 173 / 462 9 0 0 80 0
P56782 Int of ALFRED RD  MAIN ST  THE ROUNDABOUT 18.2 9.050 8.390.292.431 1200 8 / 12 66 0 1 540 11
56783 Int of MAIN ST  OLD MILL RD 41.7 7.260 1.800.310.550 410 177 / 482 12 0 0 71 4
56807 Int of MAIN ST  ROBERTS ST 31.6 6.963 2.940.310.910 510 99 / 242 19 0 0 131 5
56846 Int of RIVERSIDE AV  WINTER ST 33.3 3.597 3.040.371.110 410 92 / 212 12 0 0 81 3
56855 Int of COTTAGE ST  JUNE ST 25.0 3.318 2.150.370.800 110 151 / 392 8 0 0 61 1
57001 Int of HANSON RIDGE RD  OAK ST 37.5 1.453 3.770.491.840 400 58 / 142 8 0 0 50 3
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3113723 52353: Int of SHAW RD, SHAWS RIDGE RD
52356: Int of RIDLEY RD  SHAWS RIDGE RD
41.2 0.008 1.93372.64719.620 520 98 / 121 17 0 0 102 5
3114155 56165: Int of SCHOOL ST, WASHINGTON ST
56309: Int of CHURCH ST  WASHINGTON ST
0.0 0.003 2.42494.801197.430 000 66 / 52 9 0 0 90 0
3132417 55907: Int of BRIDGE ST  MAIN ST  OAK ST
55908: Int of MAIN ST  MILL ST
12.5 0.005 1.25409.69510.620 100 162 / 272 8 0 0 70 1
3944227 56832: Int of JELLERSON RD  LEBANON ST  RED
COAT LN
56834: Int of FOCH ST  LEBANON ST
11.1 0.007 1.02415.61425.420 300 185 / 362 9 0 0 80 1
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P56694 Int of DOW HWY  VINE ST 30.0 5.859 1.870.300.570 300 172 / 451 10 0 0 70 3
56698 Int of MAIN ST  PORTLAND ST 16.7 7.762 1.820.280.520 300 175 / 471 12 0 0 100 2
63402 Int of DOW HWY  MAIN ST 25.0 7.948 1.190.280.340 200 223 / 551 8 0 0 60 2
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3116974 56697: Int of ACADEMY ST  MAIN ST
57011: Int of MAIN ST  PAUL ST
23.1 0.007 1.86315.00587.440 300 103 / 131 13 0 0 100 3
3139976 56012: Int of MAIN ST  YOUNG ST
56698: Int of MAIN ST  PORTLAND ST
0.0 0.003 2.81397.291117.850 000 46 / 21 10 0 0 100 0
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3113995 55776: Int of GARLAND HILL RD, SOKOKIS TRL
55777: TL   Limerick  Waterboro
9.1 0.008 1.26373.35469.380 100 161 / 261 11 0 0 100 1
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53715 Int of ENT RESTAURANT  ENT WELLS PLAZA  POST
RD
20.8 6.874 1.001.161.160 600 241 / 649 24 0 0 190 5
56576 Int of CHAPEL RD  POST RD 20.0 6.717 5.710.351.990 900 21 / 52 40 0 0 320 8
56760 Int of GARDEN ST  N BERWICK RD  SANFORD RD 25.0 6.384 1.980.320.631 210 164 / 432 12 0 1 91 1
56763 Int of BRANCH RD  CREDIFORD RD  SANFORD RD 38.1 4.564 4.450.341.530 1010 38 / 102 21 0 0 131 7
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3114658 58876: Int of EXIT 19 OFF RAMP FROM 95 N TO
SANFORD RD  EXIT 19 ON RAMP FROM 95 N TO SA
58877: Int of EXIT 19 OFF RAMP FROM 95 S TO
SANFORD RD  EXIT 19 ON RAMP FROM SANFORD RD
12.5 0.009 1.79169.88304.030 100 109 / 161 8 0 0 70 1
3640970 56575: Int of MILE RD  POST RD  RITE AID Z RD
58133: Int of BAYVIEW TERR  POST RD
45.8 0.021 1.07348.24373.602 940 180 / 332 24 0 1 133 7
3941291 51765: Int of LITTLEFIELD RD  LOOP RD
57392: Int of LITTLEFIELD RD  ROBINSON RD
14.3 0.014 1.08320.88344.950 020 179 / 322 14 0 0 122 0
3944249 56577: Int of POST RD  SOUTH ST
56578: Int of POST RD  SANFORD RD
26.7 0.006 1.85461.64853.920 610 104 / 142 15 0 0 111 3
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58870 Int of DIVISION OF SPUR RD  EXIT 4 OFF RAMP FROM
95 S TO SPUR RD  EXIT 7 ON RAMP
18.2 4.581 7.020.110.800 110 15 / 41 11 0 0 91 1
63313 Int of DIVISION OF SPUR RD  RAMP OFF TO YORK
CONNECTOR
50.0 3.416 8.090.120.980 510 9 / 21 10 0 0 51 4
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2656530 54844: Int of BOG RD  CIDER HILL RD  FERRY LN N
55562: Int of CIDER HILL RD  PUDDING LN
50.0 0.010 1.02347.67355.650 320 185 / 362 11 0 0 52 3
3114230 56553: Int of RIVER RD  US 1
56554: Int of MOUNTAIN RD  US 1
18.8 0.010 1.34410.02548.570 320 153 / 232 16 0 0 131 2
3114461 57082: Int of DONICA DR, US 1
57083: Int of FIELDSTONE ESTATES RD  US 1
47.4 0.017 1.05366.28383.290 1210 182 / 342 19 0 0 101 8
3132438 56556: Int of PINE HILL RD  US 1
56557: Non Int US 1
16.7 0.024 1.03239.98246.200 400 184 / 351 18 0 0 150 3
3139926 55614: Int of WILLIAMS AV  YORK ST
55615: Int of RD INV 3209235  YORK ST
0.0 0.003 2.09490.021025.250 000 87 / 92 8 0 0 80 0
3944207 55641: Int of LONG BEACH AV  OCEANSIDE AV
55644: Int of LONG BEACH AV  NUBBLE RD
25.0 0.012 1.01337.73341.450 210 186 / 372 12 0 0 91 2
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